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GRAND FINALE — Shown are members of the cast of Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's dinner-
theatre, "You (Still) Ain't Seen Nothin' Yee." Kneeling, left to right, are left Lackey and Pat Vincent second row, Linda
Begley, Leesha Hazel and Ren Leys; back row, Richard Valentine, Barbara Blivin, Dana Silcox and Jim Reese. Presen-
ted at the Murray Jaycee Center, the Second Anniversary Celebration will run for two final nights tonight and Satur-
day night There are a few tickets left. Reservations are necessary and may be made by calling 759-1752.
Hubbard, Grafes Lash Out At Carroll




Gov. Julian Carrell wouldn't extend
the deadline for renewal of auto license
stickers, but as thousands who missed
the deadline lined up at courthouses,
officials in some areas arranged grace
periods on their own.
Calloway County Clerk Marvin
Harris said today that he had no
estimate of the number of vehicle
licease tags that had been sold this
week since the onslaught of customers
had prevented his office staff from
having time to do any filing.
Long lines were reported at Harris'
courthouse office Monday, Tuesday,
and Wednesday, the expiration date of
about 90 percent of the license stickers
issued in Calloway County. Harris said
Tuesday morning that only about half
of the stickers which expired in
February had been renewed.
The clerk also said that traffic in his
office had been steady today. He stated
that he felt many people postponed
buying the license stickers because
they felt the governor would grant an
extension.
Judges in several other Kentucky
counties are granting a grace period for
county residents with expired stickers,
however, Harris was unsure whether a
grace period would be granted here.
District Judge Sid Easley was out of
Candidates Address ADD Gathering
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Area
development district officials handed
seven gubernatorial candidates
suggested questions on local govern-
ment at a forum Thursday, but two
anti-administration contenders decided
to emphasize their own points.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-
Mayfield, lashed out at the ad-
ministration of Gov. Julian Carroll,
while Ralph Ed Graves of Bardwell
again raised the spectre of a potential
grand jury investigation of state
government activities.
The occasion was a gathering of
hundreds of ADD officials, aides and
local officials from throughout the
state.
Each candidate was given only 10
minutes to speak, and no questions
from the audience in a Covington motel
were allowed.
Hubbard said he has been asked why
he wants to give up a relatively safe
congressional seat to become governor.
"During the past four years, I have
renewed my interest in what's going on
in Frankfort," he said.
Then he added, "And I'm not the only
federal official interested" — a veiled
reference to the nine-month-old FBI
investigation of topics ranging from
personal service contracts to state
truck purchases.
Hubbard, declaring that 80 percent of
Kentucky Democrats are undecided
about the May 29 primary, predicted
the largest voter turnout in history
would "elect new faces."
Graves, who was state commissioner
for local governments under Carroll
until he resigned the post a few months
ago to run, again called on state
Democrats to push for a federal grand
Jury investigation of various
allegations about the state ad-
ministration.
Graves said last weekend that people
at the headquarters of Terry
McBrayer, regarded as Carroll's
choice for governor, have boasted that
grand jury proceedings have been
prevented.
When the FBI talked to him Monday
about that remark, Graves said that his
Carter, Begin Cast Efforts
At Reviving Stalled Talks
By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter and Menachem Begin, publicly
ignoring the Israeli prime minister's
tough arrival statement, are casting
their efforts at reviving stalled Mideast
peace talks in a hopeful light.
After meeting alone for nearly two
hours Thursday night, Carter and
Begin got together again in mid-
morning today, with the prime minister
driving to the White House a few
minutes ahead of schedule.
The two leaders also planned an
afternoon session in crucial talks that
could lead to a new Camp David
summit, and agreed to a festive
evening dinner with their wives at the
start of the Jewish Sabbath.
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
also arranged a luncheon meeting with
the prime minister at the State
Department.
The encouraging tone was in sharp
contrast to the blunt thrust of Begin's
vow, voiced upon arrival at Andrews
Air Force Base, Md., that his govern-
ment "cannot be pressed into signing a
sham document" with Egypt.
Mincing no words, Begin said, "We
are asked to sign documents which are
in contradiction of the Camp David
peace agreements (reached last
September) and enabling our southern
neighbor (Egypt) at any moment to
declare the treaty null and void and to
make war against Israel."
Later, though, declaring himself
encouraged by his initial discussion
with Carter at the White House, Begin
told reporters, "There was not even one
difficult moment."
As he entered Blair House, the of-
ficial guest residence across Penn-
sylvania Avenue, Begin added, "I think
it was one of the most important and
constructive talks I ever had with the
president."
Before their discussions in the White
House Oval Office, Carter .and Begin
stood shoulder to shoulder and talked
with muted optimism about the task
before them.
"There may be ups and downs,"
Begin told reporters, "but when it
comes to a time of crisis, we make
another intellectual effort and we
overcome the difficulties. Hopefully,
this will be the case also during my
several days in Washington." There
has been no indication when the talks
will conclude.
Although Carter acknowledged "we
still have some way to go," he
declared: "We're determined to suc-
ceed. We'll be tenacious in our ef-
forts...hopefully leading to the con-
clusion of a comprehensive peace in the
Middle East."
Before Begin's arrival, diplomatic
sources made it clear the United States
backs Egypt on issues blocking com-
pletion of a treaty which once was
expected to be signed by last December
at the latest.
As he left Israel, Begin expressed
unhappiness with the U.S. position,
saying "the American delegation
should think again and change their
attitude." He said U.S. officials also
should work to change Egypt's stance
It was understood that if the talks go
well both men would consider asking
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to
Join them for a renewal of the Camp
David summit.
The obstacles are formidable,
however
"It is not our intention to pressure
anyone," White House press secretary
Jody Powell said Thursday. "The
pressure is on us all."
source would contact the FBI
anonymously. He said the agents left,
satisfied.
"It's not over yet ... the investigation
continues," Graves said. " ... Let the
guilty pay, wherever the chips fall."'
In a sarcastic reference to
McBrayer's claim that McBrayer will
not attack other candidates, Graves
said McBrayer has called state auditor
George Atkins "malicious," Hubbard
"a sorehead," and Graves "sick."
Graves said he indeed is sick, of some
administration occurrences, "but I
have never been so sick I couldn't make
a statewide race."
That was an allusion to McBrayer's
withdrawal from a lieutenant governor
candidacy in 1975 citing health reasons.
Five other candidates made their
brief presentations in a lower key.
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall recalled that
three and one-half months ago, when
she appeared 'at a similar forum before
county officials in northern Kentucky,
she returned to Frankfort and called a
special legislative session for tax relief
and other measures.
She pledged that if she were elected
she would meet regularly with ADD
representatives.
"We'll just have dinner at the
mansion, take off our shoes and talk
about our problems," she said.
The next speaker, Republican
gubernatorial candidate Ray White of
Bowling Green, said in answer to one of
the ADD questions that he is against the
practice of the state requiring local
governments to add certain services —
such as ambulance service — without
Bond Set For
Two Charged
Bond has been set at $2,000 apiece for
Jimmy Morris, 18, and Timothy
Edwards, 18, following arrests by the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
a department spokesman said.
Morris was charged with two counts
of third degree burglary and Edwards
was charged with four counts of third
degree burglary, one count of first
degree 'burglary and unlawful tran-
sactions with minors, he said.
Two juveniles were also arrested and
charged with third degree burglary, he
added.
Stolen merchandise includes three
power saws and a CB radio from the
Charles Burkeen residence; a power
saw, a power compressor and an axe
from the M.W. Fulkerson home; a type
player and a clock radio from Jimmy
Downing's Used Cars and a radio,
stereo and speakers from the Paul
Rushing residence. All of the goods
have not yet been recovered, he said.
The Imes Stores in Almo was broken
Into twice, he added.
Brandon Sentenced
In Circuit Court
Bobby Brandon was sentenced
Thursday in Calloway County Circuit
Court.
Brandon, who was charged with four
counts of theft, was setenced to one
year in the pentitentiary on each of the
counts. The four counts included two of
burglary and two of auto theft
' at the same time giving them adequate
financial aid.
McBrayer reiterated that his cam-
paign will be positive and will address
major issues rather than deteriorate
into a name-calling contest.
"You show me a positive candidate,
and I'll 'show you a positive governor,"
he said. "...It is so easy to be negative
(and) anti — that's what makes the
headlines."
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane said he favors an impact
statement attached to every new state
law, telling how the statute might affect
local communities financially.
Sloane said that if he were governor
he would go to Washington and lobby
actively for various pilot projects for
Kentucky — such as one on low-cost
housing that he said West Virginia
obtained instead of this state.
Atkins, citing his long familiarity
with ADD interests as the former
mayor of Hopkinsville, said, "The
nomination for May 1979 is not going to
be for sale."
He also predicted there will have to
be fiscal cutbacks when a new governor
takes over in December.
town today and unavailable for com-
ment.
Lines circled the Jefferson County
Courthouse again Thursday in
Louisville and more lines were ex-
pected there today.
OfficiaLs estimated that even though
some 18,000 people had passed through
long lines Wednesday at the six
Louisville-area registration stations,
about 40,000 were left to renew the
decals after the deadline of midnight.
Hundreds of motorists formed a
double line around the Fayette County
Courthouse in Lexington, as they had
Wednesday.
One man in tibe line Thursday,
William Wellman, said missing the
deadline was "damn foolishness. I just
overlooked it."
Another, George Baker, said he
thought people waited until the deadline
or after "because they're dumb. I'll
never, never, never do it again. I
thought there would be an extension
like everybody else. They fooled us."
Fayette County Clerk Charles
Baesler said about 15,000 Fayette
Countians missed the renewal deadline.
At Hopkinsville, deputy Christian
County clerk Mary Thorn Clark said,
"We've got about 500 out there. I think
it's worse today than it was yesterday."
Christian County Clerk Thomas E.
Morris Sr. estimated that 8,000 of the
county's 18,000 motorists due for
renewals missed the deadline and said
he thought most had expected an ex-
tension.
At Bowling Green, Warren County
Clerk Charles Morehead said Thursday
that about 10,000 of the county's 30,000
motorists had failed to renew in time.
Morehead said he called the gover-
nor's office to complain because the
deadline had not been extended, and
was told by an aide that his comments
would be passed along.
"It's the stupidest thing ever was in
history," Morehead said. "I have ex-
pressed my dissatisfaction with the
governor. All our other work is piling
up."
Meanwhile, Warren County district
judges Henry Potter and Gordon
Johnson said they would create their
own grace period for courity residents
cited for expired stickers. The judges
said any such citations issued before
March 15 would be dismissed_
Bowling Green Police Chief Wayne
Constant said his force would hold off
on citations for expired stickers until
March 15, but State Police Sgt. Morris
Osborne at the Bowling Green post said
troopers had no such policy. "My
thinking at this time is that we will
continue to cite for expired licenses.
Some have been cited already," he
said.
Owensboro-area motorists also were
granted relief. Daviess County district
Judges George Triplett, Thomas
Hardesty and William Bennett have
said they would not levy the $52.50
minimum fine for expired stickers until
two weeks after the deadline. But
Triplett cautioned, "There will be no
excuses two weeks from now."
PADD Residents Use Part
Of Fuel Bill Allocation
Residents of the Purchase Area
Development District used about
$46,000 of the district's $272,000
allocation this year from the Depart-
ment for Human Resources program
offering grants to elderly or disabled
Kentuckians to help pay winter fuel
bills.
Many area development districts fell
short of their budgeted amount,
department figures indicated.
Statewide, about $3.9 million remains
available from the Energy Cost
Assistance Program, which began Dec.
1, 1978. A total of $5 million was ap-
proved by the state legislature for the
program this winter. Applications will
be taken through April 30.
ECAP provides assistance in paying
winter fuel bills for households with a
member who is either age 62 or older,
or who is blind or disabled and
receiving Medicaid or Supplemental
Security Income benefits. The amount
of aid depends on family size and in-
come. Grants average about $80 per
household.
Gail Huecker, commissioner of the
department's Bureau for Social
Insurance, said she hopes for increased
response from prospective applicants
before the April 30 deadline.
Huecker said, "Receiving an ECAP
grant has no effect at all on other
assistance the client is receiving. This
is extra help for persons hardest hit by
high utility bills in the winter.
"The bureau developed a simple, one-
page application so that applying for
aid would be as easy as possible. AS
with other programs, we have tried to
keep red tape to a minimum," Huecker
said.
ECAP will continue next winter with
another ;5 million allocation.
UK President Feels State Cannot
Afford Cut In Education Quality
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky President Otis
Singletary feels the state of Kentucky
can ill afford a reduction in the quality
of higher education.
But Singletary warned a legislative
subcommittee Thursday that is what
will happen if funds for higher
education are reduced by the
Legislature.
Instead, Singletary and James
Miller, president of the University of
Louisville, pushed for increased fun-
ding for higher education by the 1980
Geoeral Assembly.
"It is time to look at whether higher
education should not be considered for
some larger slice of the pie," Singletary
told a subcommittee of the interim
Joint Committee on Education.
"That question ought to be ad-
dressed," by the 1980 General
Assembly, Singletary told the
lawmakers.
"Inflation is the most serious
problem of higher education in Ken-
tucky." Miller added.
"Universities are not keeping up with
inflation," Miller said. "1 think it is
appropriate that we keep up with the
cost of living. I want to emphasize this
point."
The views were similar to previous
testimony before the subcommittee on
higher education by the presidents of
Kentucky's state-supported regional
universities.
But Sen. Robert Martin, D-
Richmond, former president of Eastern
Kentucky University, said he felt the
recent special session of the
Legislature had only whetted the ap-
petites of Kentuckians for tax cuts.
"I think the so-called tax revolt is Just
starting in Kentucky," Martin sakt.-"I
think the people will want more and
more."
"If higher education undergoes cuts
in resources, there is no way to avoid
substantial program cuts," Singletary
warned. "Whatever fat was in that
budget (UK's) has been squeezed out in
the last decade."
Miller said he felt the unrest of the
Late 1960s and early 70s on college
campuses caused more skepticisrn
about universities and made state
legislatures more reluctant to fund
themBot men said the 1980 Legislature
will have to face the problem of the
shortage of medical personnel in rural
areas.
"We must find some rational
solution," Miller said.
However, Miller, who is a physician,
said he disagreed with the theory that
attracting more medical school
students from rural areas will increase
the supply of doctors there.
"I do not accept the fact that
residency determines where you stay,"
Miller said.
Miller said urban areas offer greater
incentives for medical practices and
the incentives in the rural areas will
have to be improved before the problem
is solved.
"I honestly doubt that anything can
be done in selecting students that will
significantly alter the distribution of




Both Murray High School basketball teams saw action
in last night's Fourth District Tournament, but only one




Increasing cloudiness tonight Church Page 10
with showers and thunderstorms Classifieds  13,14,15
developing late tonight and en- Comics 13
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By Abigail Van Buren
'975Cy Chicago Triouno-N V Naos Syno Inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm 17. pregnant, and not sure what I want..
to do about it. Some say I should marry the father, but I'm
not sure who the father is because I was going with three
guys at the same time.
I'm afraid of abortion, although I've heard there's nothing
to it.I sure don't want to raise a kid without a husband. but I
wouldn t feel right about giving it away to strangers either.
I suppose my mother would take it, but she's got her hands
full with 12 kids, and the youngest is only 2.
I'm nearly three months along. Everybody I talk to tells
me something different. I'm confused and need some good
advice fast.
IN A MESS IN L.A.
DEAR IN: Please quit talking to friends. Get some sound
advice from a professional counselor. Call Planned Parent-
hood. It's listed in your phone book. Tell them Abby told you
to call for an appointment for ('ounseling.
The counselor will help you make a decisiou you can live
with. Yon will also be tam* Iwo to provost unwanted
pregnancies in the future.
DEAR ABBY: I am happily married to a handsome, hard-
working, successful executive. I've never had any reason to
doubt him until last week. While hanging up his overcoat, a
key from a local motel fell out of the pocket. Since we live in
town. I wondered why my husband would need a motel
room. so I asked him.
He told me he has a lot of business to talk over with his
new secretary, and that he can't very well take her out to
lunch because she's an attractive young divorcee with a
reputation as -a swinger, and people might talk. Since he
values his reputation as a straight-laced family man, he
rents a motel room occasionally so they can have lunch and
talk business without stirring up gossip.
What do you think about this?
L IN INDIANA
DEAR L: Your husband says he's concerned about gossip.
What does he think he'll cause if people find out he goes to a
motel to talk business with his new secretary who's an •t-
tractive young divorcee with a reputation as a swinger?
DEAR ABBY: I discovered quite by accident that one of
my children has an entirely different blood type than mine. I
made some inquiries and have been informed that it is not
possible for me to be this boy's father. Obviously my wife
has been unfaithful to me.
After more than 12 years of a fairly happy marriage, I am
at a loss as to what I should do.
Should I confront my wife with this and demand that she
'tell me the whole story? Or since there is nothing I can do
,about it now. should 1 keep my mouth shut and try to live
with this very disturbing knowledge?
SHOCKED AND UNDECIDED
DEAR SHOCKED: You have been misinformed. It IS
;possible for a child to have an entirely different blood type
:than the father. So unless you have more conclusive
!evidence to support your suspicions, the word from here is
:tool it, Dad.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ARIES IN MANHATTAN":
'There is no substitute for brains. The next best thing is
silence.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
11 and. long, stamped 128 cents), self-addresoed envelope,
please.
Radiology Associates of Murray
P. W. Kelly, MM.
William R Wilson, m.D.,p.s.0
announce moving their billing office from
301 S. 8th Street to the
Medical Arts
Building
1st Floor, Suite 105
Phone 759-1805
Miss Kristi Eldredge Is
Miirried To Mr. Washam
Miss Kristi Lea Eldredge,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
David Eldredge of Murray,
and Robert P. Washam, son of
Mrs. Mildred Haney and the
late John Washam of
LaRussell, Mo., were married
in a candlelight ceremody a
the First Christian Church
Wednesday, Feb. 14.
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
performed the double ring
ceremony. Mrs. Maxine Clark
presented a program of organ
music preceding the
ceremony and accompanied
Gary Martin as he sang "The
First Time I Ever Saw Your
Face" and "We've Only Just
Begun."
The wedding vows were
exchanged at the church altar
before two seven-branched
candelabra which were
decorated with blue satin
bows. The family pews were
marked with hurricane lamps,
also decorated with blue satin
bows. Candles in each window
completed the decoration.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents. She was lovely in a
formal gown of white organza
and Chantilly lace. Lace
created the bodice and cen-
tered the a-line skirt with a
floral panel extending to the
hemline. A narrow organza
ruffle framed a round yoke at
the v-neckline and graced the
sleeves enclosing the buttoned
wrist. A deep flounce edged in
Venice lace circled the
hemline and continued to form
a sweep train.
She wore a fingertip veil of
organza and Chantilly lace to
match her dress, and carried
a cascade of white carnations
and baby's breath centered
with two small pearl hearts
and tied with blue ribbon.
Miss Lynn Eldredge, sister
of the bride, was her only
attendant. She wore a voile
floor length gown of multi-
floral garden print in shades
of blue, mauve, and coral on a
white background. The scoop
neckline enhanced a high rise
waistline, three-quarter
length gathered sleeves, and
the softly gathered skirt. Her
bouquet was a nosegay of
white carnations, blue daisies,
baby's breath, and blue rib-
bon.
The groom wore a navy blue
tuxedo. The ruffles of his
white shirt were trimmed in
blue. His boutonniere was a
COMPULSIVE GAMBLER
The compulsive gambler is
like an alcoholic or drug ad-
dict — he gets his 'fix' every
time he places a bet. Accor-
ding to an article in the
February I Family Circle,
gambling is a wide-spread
addiction, with some 90
million Americans gambling
$500 billion a year. The article
points out that a compulsive
gambler is more likely to
come from the northeastern
and western states than from
the southeast. The most ad-
dictive kinds of gambling are
horse racing, casino gambling
and sports betting. According
to some estimates, the total
money volume of legal and
illegal gambling surpasses
that of the 100 largest cor-
porations in the country
11 r. and Mrs. Rolwrt P. Washam
white carnation.
Frank Owens, brother-in-
law of the groom, served as
best man. The ushers were
Dean Owens and Donny
Washam, nephews of the
groom. They wore identical
attire as the groom, and their
boutonnieres were blue-tipped
carnations.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Eldredge wore a street
length dress of dusty pink
quiana and had a corsage of
white carnations.
Miss Melissa Owens, niece
of the groom, kept the register
at the table at the entrance of
the church. A bud vase holding
blue daisies adorned the table.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
bride's parents entertained
with a reception in their home.
Punch, cake, nuts, and
mints were served. The tiered
wedding cake was decorated
in white flowers and bells with
blue roping, and was topped
with three blue satin bells.
Serving the guests were
Tracey Eldredge, Neva
Owens, and Melinda Owens.
Each wore a corsage of white
carnations.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
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FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 3,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES




should be made with the head
and not the heart.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You're subject to flattery
now. Be level-headed when
making decisions. Downplay
ego in relationships with
others. Avoid touchiness.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)W
A time to be forthright.
Financial matters go well, but
your love life may suffer if you
play your cards too close to
your chest.
CANCER
June 21 to Juil c,:t-t-n
A day to distin between
real and transitory values
when shopping. Your good
taste may leave you, if you
don't watch it.
LEO





GA g Big Weeks[7:10,9:35&2:30Sun
C.A Ale dream is more powerful
rn a thousand realities.
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7-
Self-indulgent behavior
could lead to a health upset.
Know your own limitations.
Domestic matters are un-
settling. Seek privacy.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)4124:g
Be your Virgo self today and
you'll make a good impression
on others. Not for you a phony
role! If provoked, avoid
snapping back.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) nP%.
You'll impress others more
with your ideas now than your
charm. Avoid misun-
derstandings with close ties
about money and mutual
assets.
SCORPIO
( Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You could be impressed by
the sound of your own voice
now. Don't waste words and
be a good listener. Let reason
prevail re close ties.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 2eri
A gung-ho attitude could
cause you to overspend and to




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Romantic matters will go
better if you're less romantic
and more level-headed. The
accent is on sharing thoughts
rather than gushing.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 1?‘
Domestic matters may not
go as planned, but financial




( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 7N t-h
Don't spread yourself too
thin at a social function.
Double-check travel plans and
appointments. Heart to heart
talks go well.
TAO:. C OM MUNI TY
CALE NDAR
Friday, March!
Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
will be at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday, March
Ellis Chappell, airbrush
artist, will present a
demonstration and work at
7:30 p.m. in Room 423, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Second night of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinner-
theatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 6 p.m.
Saturday, March 3
Third night of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre anniversary dinner-
theatre will be at the Murray
Jaycee Center at 7 p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
natural affinity for the written
and spoken word. Your charm
makes you a good salesperson
and your creative flair finds
satisfaction in art, poetry,
acting, and music. Yet you
can also be highly successful
in business. Inventive and
original, your best success
comes with a sense of social
consciousness. You'd do well
working with the un-
derprivileged. You're multi-
talented, but must avoid a
tendency to scatter your
energies. Birthdate of:
Alexander Graham Bell,
inventor; Jean Harlow, ac-
tress; and Matthew B.
Ridgeway, general.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carman
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
Alcoholics and for information
call 437-4229.
Saturday, March 3
Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
will continue at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center from 10
a.m. to 10 p.m.
Ruling star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet at 6 p.m. at the lodge
hall on Walnut Street.
Sunday, March 4
Boat Show, sponsored by
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.,
will continue today from 1 to 6
p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center, College Farm Road.
Monday, March 5
Murray-Calloway Senior
Citizens Greenhouse at 1620
West Main, will be open from
10 a.m. to 12 noon.
First Regional Girls'
Basketball Tournament will
open at the Murray State
University Fieldhouse.
Monday, March 5
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will hold its annual
business meeting and election
of officers in the home of Mrs.
Henry McKenzie at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Alfred Lindsey as
cohostess.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 11:30
a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Mrs. T. C. Collie at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Miss
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
GAs of First Baptist Church
will meet as follows: Grades 1
to 4 at 2:45 p.m. and Grades 5
and 6 at 3:15 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets. For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.
Monday, March 5
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. This is open




English actor Paul Meier
will present his one-man
dramatic monologue on the
gospel of Mark at 8:30 a.m.
and 2 p.m. at the Calloway
County High School.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church at
7:30 p.m. with Carolyn
Reagan to continue her
lessons on yoga. This is open
to all single adults, regardless
of reason, over 18 years of age.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road.
Monday, March 5
Auditions for Murray State
University summer theatre
production of "Twilight
Cabaret" at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park will
be at 6 p.m. in Room 347, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Tuesday, March 6
Annual salad luncheon,
sponsored by St. Leo's
Catholic Church Women's
Guild will be held at noon at
Gleason Hall. Reservations at
$1.50 each should be made
with Sallie Gay, Amanda Bila,
or Mary Gertzen.
New Providence Riding
Club will meet at Seven Seas
Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. All
members and interested
persons are invited.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Linda Roach.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:20 p.m. for
transportation to the Clara
Eagle Gallery, Murray State,
for the tour and coffee hour.
This is an open meeting.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house for
program on "Family Coun-
selling."
Tuesday, March 6
Group II, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet at 2
p.m. in the church library with
Mesdames Nelle Robbins,
Hazel Wainscott, and Lochie
Hart as hostesses. Rev. Dr.
David Roos will give the
program and Mrs. Estelle
McDougal, the devotion.
First United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 10 a.m. at Hale
Chapel with coffee at 9:30 a.m.




continue at Murray Stati-
Fieldhouse.
Annual Murray State winter
band concert with Prof. Paul
W. Shahan as conductor will
be at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium. There is no &d-
m' 'on charge and the public
is inv
Public debate on "Human
Rights" by Murray State
University with University of
Arkansas at Little Rock will
be in Room 431, Fine Arts
Building, Murray State, at
3:30 p.m. The public is invited
and there is no admission
charge.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., handwork and
visiting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and blood pressure
check at 1 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall. _
Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 10 a.m. at
the Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Karl Hussung at 10
a.m.; Dorothy with Mrs.
Brent OuUalarl at 10:30 a.m.;
Bea Walker with Mrs. Evon
Kelly at 7:30 p.m.
Week of Prayer for
Missions program will. at
chapel of the First Baptist
Church at 9:30 a.m.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071





















Start with one bead on a chain...
Add a bead for other gift occasions.
Now you can build a necklace of everlasting
beauty, increasing in sentiment and value....
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Parents' Corner
Responsibilities--




The material in this column
is addressed to all parents who
may be concerned about the
quality of the relationships
with theirchildren.
The idea for such a column
was developed from the
Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous which meets each
Monday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets.
Options that are suggested
are not exhaustive and there
may be others which have not
been cited. Readers are urged
to submit questions for
commentary or respond to the
column by sending inquiries to
Parents Corner, c-o The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
This week's topic asks:
QUESTION:
How can you get children
between the ages of three to
six to take more interest in
their household respon-
sibilities such as cleaning
their room, picking up toys in
the family room, etc.?
OPTIONS:
(1) Try to make clean up
time a sharing time between
you the parent) and the child
by being with the child when
he or she is asked to do some
household task.
(2) If the child refused to
pick up the toys, bundle them
up and put them away for a
week or more. (Child looses
privilege to use the toys.
(3) Use some sort of positive
reinforcement such as stars
on a chart, special activities,
etc., as a reward for doing
certain chores. (These things
can also be taken away if
chores are not done. If the
child receives an allowance he
could be asked to "pay" for
undone chores that parents
have to assume.)
(4) If clean up time is
Saturday and the child enjoys
watching Saturday television
programs, the parent can
insist that watching television





An open meeting of the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
held on Tuesday, March 6,
according to Miss Louise
Swann, department chair-
man.
The members and guests
will meet at the club house at
7:20 p.m. for transportation to
the Clara Eagle Gallery at the
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, where a tour
of the gallery will be con-
ducted by Richard Jackson,
director.
The gallery is named in
honor of Miss Clara Eagle, a
member of the Delta
Department.
The social hour will be held
at the Gallery with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, Mrs. Inez Claxton,
Mrs. Ada Mae Gibson, Mrs.
Lema Warren, and Mrs. Celia
Roberts as hostesses.
To save money, substitute
whipped topping made from
skim milk powder or
evaporated milk for whipped







• 3 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries
• 2 Southern-Style
1111S11 puppies.








TOUGH TOURNEY — Peter F. O'Rourke It the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. jack M. Belote of Murray, was antuckered out at the end of the championship basketball tournament for the Department of Defense high schools in• Germany recently. Young Peter is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter F. O'Rourke II, who both teach in American HighSchool, Kaiserslautern, Germany.
HEALTH 
Trouble digesting milk
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
don't believe there is such a
thing as milk allergy. It's all
caused by the plastic it's in.
You know that milk is a
universal antidote, so it
keeps busy absorbing the
poisons out of the containers
until it's used and you have a
bad reaction.
DEAR READER — I'm
not going to defend all the
types of packaging present
in commercial food market-
ing, but I can assure you
people have trouble with
milk because of the milk
itself, not because of its
container.
There are basically two
problems that can occur.
The firsf is a true milk
allergy which is noted pri-
marily in infants, because
their digestive system__
hasn't matured properly and
some of the milk protein is
absorbed directly into the
bloodstream. The allergy, in
this case, is to milk prptein.
The other, and larger,
problem is lactose intoler-
ance which is not an allergy.
It is the problem one sees in
adults. It's very well
defined. Lactose is a sugar
and you can dissolve pure
lactose sugar in water, and
people who drink this have
difficulties. So, the problem
can be created irrespective
of the container, lust with
„.• —VM MOW laorriknowo Ind bot. Maar qr. cr.* to to.CII.0.16.1.0 tar" um., 5.01.1 I. trawl
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Traveling Men Depend
On Wife's Vital Role
By AP Newsfeatures
A handful of Connecticut
businessmen whose jobs involve
thousands of miles of inter-
national travel each year say










Practice Limited To Urology
 1
glamorous as some may think.
But the global commuters
agree they wouldn't consider
any other kind of job.
Jirn Kennedy, vice president
of international marketing for
the commercial products divi-
sion of Pratt & Whitney Air-
craft Group, spends about 50
percent of his time traveling,
the bulk of it abroad. In 1978 he
logged more than 250,000 mil,
he said.
He's done it for 20 years. so
exchange rates and time
changes come naturally to him.
"These are things that you
learn after a while," Kennedy
said.
Stephen Ruffi, president of
the machinery group of Em-
hart's USM division, estimates
he's flown 50.000 miles to 16
countries since July 1978.
"My suitcase never gets in
the closet," he said with a
laugh.
Mastery of a foreign lan-
guage isn't necessary, they say,
but physical stamina, self-re-
'lance and an iron stomach are.
But that's only half the story.
Their wives and children are
the other part of the picture.
Many executives said they re-
lied completely on their wives
to run things at home.
Jim C,arros of Harwinton,
Conn., manager of licensing for
Combustion Engineering's in-
ternational group, confesses
that he wouldn't •even know
how to call someone to clear
their driveway of snow.
milk sugar. _
About 10 perceht of the
adult Anglo-Saxons have
this problem and as high as
80 percent of most other
ethnic groups in the world
may have some degree of it.
I am sending you The Health
Letter number 7-2, Milk
Products: Good and Bad,
which will give you more
information about this disor-
der.
Primarily, it causes diges-
tive complaints — gas,
bloating, abdominal cramp-
ing and, in some people,
severe diarrhea. Others who
want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it. Send your request to me
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
--Station, New York, NY
10019..
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would like for you to settle
an argument we are having.
I said medication in capsule
and pill form should be given
after breakfast. Which is
right, before or after break-
fast, and what about other
meals?
DEAR READER — You
may be right and you may
be wrong. The correct an-
swer is to take the pills the
way the doctor told you to.
I'm not being facetious. The
"40
doctor prescribes some
medicines long enough be-
fore, the meal to be rapidly
absoThed. Still other medi-
cines are better taken with
the meal or after the meal so
their absorption wilL be
slower. It depends entirely
upon the medicine pre-
scribed and why the doctor
is giving it. If you try to
second guess him, you may
not be getting the concentra-
tions of medicine in your
bloodstream when he wants
you to.
To this generalization, I
would like to add some com-
ments about aspirin because
so many people take them
without a prescription. This
also applies to many medi-
cines that contain aspirin. If
you want to avoid irritating
your stomach, it's a good
idea to break up the aspirin
into small pieces and dis-
solve it in half a cup of milk,
or at the very least, take the
aspirin with a meal or im-
mediately after a meal. If
you break the aspirin up into
a powder, it's less likely to
have any particles that will
lodge against the stomach
and burn the lining.
You may not get as fast or
immediate relief from pain,
if you are taking aspirin for
that reason, but the effect
will be longer and more
sustained.





Program Given For Seniors
The Senior Adult Fellowship
of the First Baptist Church
was entertained with the
presentation of "The Spoon
River Anthology" by in-
dependent actors who are all
members of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre at the Fellowship Hall
of the church on Tuesday,
Feb. 20, at noon.
This was the monthly
potluck luncheon of the adult




"The 'Anthology' is a series
of character sketches which
lead us gently to a greater
insight into ourselves," ac-
cording to Bill Phillips,
producer. "Portraits of
strengths and weaknesses,
courage and fear, permit us to
look into a world where the
natural defenses of mankind
have been removed," Phillip:,
said.
Members of the cast include
Jerry Reed, John and Kathy
O'Brien, Ned O'Brien, Betty
Pitts, Helen Campbell, Torn




and Billy Phillips as the Angel
of Death. The director is
Leesha Hazel.
This was the third in a series
of presentations which this
group has made in the area.
SIGMA CHI
Among the spring pledges of
Sigma Chi fraternity at
Murray State University are
John Brinkley, Terry Grogan,
Bob Thurman, and Bill
Wilson, all of Murray
EAST ELEMENTARY students in grades 4 to 8 heard Paul Meier portray the character
of John Mark at the school on Thursday. He visited several classrooms to answer
questions and explain his career; and is pictured here with the fifth grade class of Bar-
bara McCuiston at East. He also presented performances at North Elementary on Wed-
nesday and at Southwest Elementary today. He will appear at the First Christian Chur-
ch on Sunday morning and at Calloway County High School on Monday.
St. Leo's Guild To
Hold Luncheon At
Hall On Tuesday
The annual salad luncheon
sponsored by the Women's
Guild of St. Leo's Catholic
Church is planned for
Tuesday, March 6, at twelve
noon in Gleason Hall, North
12th Street, Murray.
An added feature will be a
"Hat Parade." Members and
guests are welcomed to
participate and prizes will be
awarded for the prettiest,
funniest, and oldest hat
modeled.
Reservations can be made
by calling Salie Gay 436-2511,
Amanda Bila 753-7144, or
Mary Gertzen 753-4019.
Donation for the ticket is $1.50.
Additional hostesses for the
luncheon include Penny
Cappock, Val Kubin, Gertrude








When we prepare your return, we stand
behind our work. So if the IRS should call
you in, H&R Block will go along with you at
no charge. Not as your legal representative,
but to answer any questions about how your
taxes were prepared. That's another rea-
son why we should do your taxes ...which-
ever form you use, short or long.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia Street 753-9204
Office Hours 9-6 Mon.-Fri., 9-5 Sat.





Come on out to the Bamboo


















U.S. Should Keep Out
Having come a long way
towards cementing its newly
warm relations with the United
States, China has turned its at-
tention to giving neighbor Viet-
nam a good going over.
Although battlefield reports
have been sketchy, it seems ap-
parent that the Chinese are
very serious about punishing
the Vietnamese for border in-
cidents between the two nations
the past several years.
While the fighting rages the
Soviet Union has stepped up its
aid for ally Vietnam. Soviet
divisions are reported on alert
along the Sino-Soviet border.
U.S. officials have expressed
the opinion that a Russian
retaliatory raid into China
would come as no surprise.
All the while, the United
States has managed to keep it-
self pretty much out of the
mess. That is a small victory
for President Carter who has
had to watch his foreign policy
evaporate lately.
There is always a danger that
the United States could become
very much involved in the long-
standing infighting between the
Soviets and Chinese. Both
nations profess Communist
philosophies but neither seems
particularly fond of each other.
Both nations are also what
might be termed superpowers.
Each possesses a nuclear ar-
senal, and that fact alone must
make Americans wary. The
slightest incident could touch
off atomic warfare. Nothing
more than the Chinese sinking
of a Soviet freighter in a Viet-
namese harbor might provide
the pretext for escalated con-
frontation.
President Carter is well ad-
vised to keep us clear of this
border war which could
become a superpower
showdown. Yet, he must keep a
clear watch on the events to
protect American interests.
Americans remain scarred
by the Vietnam war. There is
still lingering frustration with
that tragic loss in foreign ,
policy. We certainly do not
want to become embroiled in
another conflict centered on the
mw-key Asian continent.
Perhaps, though, from the
comfort of distant spectator
seats, we might wish the
Chinese luck in doing to the
Vietnamese what we were
never able to successfully pull
off: a solid kick in the pants.
V111111'CIARAF .. 










Of Mrs. Prayer Meeting
By Rev. C.E. Timberlake
Pastor, St. John
Baptist Church
Mrs. Prayer Meeting died recently,
at the First Neglected Church on
Worldly Ave. Born many years ago, in
the midst of great revival: she was a
strong healthy child, fed largely on
testimony and was one of the most
influential members of the church
family.
For the past several years sister
Prayer Meeting had been in failing
health, gradually wasting away until
rendered helpless by stiffness of knees,
coldness of heart, inactivity and
weakness of purpose and will power. At
last she was but a shadow of her former
happy self. Her last whispered words
were inquiries concerning the strange
absence of her loved ones, who are now
busy in the marts of trade and places of
worldly amusements.
Experts in the profession, including
Dr. Reformer, and Dr. Joiner all
disagreed as to the fatal cause of
illness: administrating large doses of
organization, socials, contests and
drives, but to no avail. A postmortem
examination showed that a deficiency
of spiritual food coupled with a lack of
faith and heart-felt relgiion and general
support was the cause of her death.
Only a few are left to weep over her
passing, sobbing with broken hearts
and memories of her past beauty and
usefullness and power.
If God wants us to pray without
ceasing, and He does, let us consider
some of the benefits of prayer.
1. Prayer cultivates our spiritual
nature_
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2. Prayer unites us in an intimate
fellowship with God.
3. Prayer protects us from the many
evils that surround us.
4. Prayer is a condition on which God
has promised to pour out His blessings
upon us.
5. Prayer exerts a convincing in-
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 to health insurance to help point out the
good and bad sides of these insurance.
To order, send $1.75 to Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, P.O. Box 11934,
Chicago, III 60611. Please allow six
weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: In reference to our
Social Security numbers after
retirement, we are cautioned on
Medicare claim forms to include our
complete Social Security number as it
appears on our Medicare card. This
includes a certain letter following the
numbers. I know from my own ex-
perience that the letter "A" stands for
• wage earner" and -B" stands for
-spouse of wage earner." Are there
other letters used after other people's
Social Security numbers to mean other
things? If so, what are they? — S.J.
Those letters are Social Security
claim symbols. The symbols are as
follows:
A — Wage earner
B — Spouse of wage earner
C — Child beneficiary survivor or
Sunday School
Lesson
Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria. Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I have been reading
your column for some time now in our
local paper. My friends and I enjoy
discussing some of the questions you
answer for others, especially those that
could potentially be answers to our own
questions. Several months ago, you
pointed out that it is seldom that a
person on Medicare will receive
coverage in a nursing facility, and we
have been discussing the likelihood of
this happening to one of us. We know
that there are many nursing home
insurance policies on the market which
are rather costly. However, if it hap-
pens to be a type of insurance one feels
a need to have, it would probably be
purchased. Are these policies a good
insurance against non-coverage by
Medicare if a person has to be in a
nursing home? — J.S.
Most nursing home policies will not
cover you unless Medicare is also
covering you. So, therefore, when your
Medicare is cut off, your protection
under those policies is cut off. likewise,
if you do not qualify for Medicare
coverage in a skilled nursing facility
from the beginning, then most of the
nursing home policies are worthless
from the beginning. Many senior
citizens are paying a lot of money for
these policies that have no value at all,
except in rare cases. If you do purchase
a nursing home policy, be sure the
policy will cover you whether or not
Medicare is also covering you.
Since senior citizens do usually
purchase a nursing home policy or a
Medicare supplement policy, and
because there are several things that
are a must to have in each type of




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
tmirrield. len
MOVE TO FAR WEST, MO.
With the persecution pressure on, Young and Rigdon went to
Far West, Mo., where Rigdon preached a famous "salt sermon,"
urging the elimination of those who disturbed them. The outcome
of this overzealous sermon resulted in civil strife in which the militia
was called out and resulted in a score of Mormons being killed.
Smith and Rigdon were arrested, put in jail, but soon afterwards
fled to Illinois, taking with them 15,000 of their followers.
In Illinois they founded the city of Nauvoo, chartered in De-
cember of 1840 with special privileges virtually establishing a city
state theocracy. The town grew fast and a university was established
in which Rigdon became a professor. In the meantime, Smith
became involved in local and state affairs over the subject of
polygamy. A general uprising followed and in the struggle Smith
was killed June 7, 1844, with a brother apostle.
Rigdon, the survivor of the presidency, and Young, both absent
at the time of the uprising, were apparent rivals for the post held
by Smith. It was at this time that Rigdon was a resident of Cabo-
way County when he gathered together his flock and rushed to
Nauvoo. • ( Young was also in the southeast, perhaps, performing
apostolic efforts.)
Brigham Young succeeding in having the governing board of
the Mormons, the Council of Twelve of which he was the titular
head, being appointed the supreme authority. Upon assumiAt the
post of highest authority, he proceeded to have -Rigdon tried for
threatening treason and was "cut off from the church."
In the tumult of the civil strife at Nauvoo, trials were conducted
in which the famed Illinois debater Stephen A. Douglas defended
the Mormons, in which a compromise was adjudicated. In October,
1845, the Mormons agreed to leave the state. By May and June,
1848, most of the Mormons had left the state and in September the



















D — Widow of wage earner
E — Young widow with child in her
care
F — Surviving parent
HA — Disabled Worker
J or K — Prouty special 72
beneficiary
M — Persons with Part -B" of
Medicare only
T — Person was 65 before 1968
W — Disabled widow.
HEARTLINE: I just happened to be
looking at my Medicare card the other
day and noticed that there is a letter
"B" after the Social Security number.
Does this mean that I only have Part
"B" of Medicare? I was sure that I
signed up for both parts. — A.C.
As indicated in the above answer, the
letter "B" only means that you are the
wife (or husband) of the wage earner,
and that you are eligible for Medicare
under your husband's (or wife's) Social
Security account.
By H.C.Chilr".
Based on (opy righted outlays produced by the Committee on
the UnitortIlSeries and used b. permission
Paul's Concern For The
Corinthian Church
Paul's concern for the church at
Corinth was expressed in the two letters
which he wrote to correct the errors
therein and to assist in bringing about
the proper solution to the numerous
problems which had arisen in con-
nection therewith.
I Corinthians 1:1-3
This salutation reveals that the origin
of this epistle is the will of God, the
organ is the Apostle Paul, and the
object is the saints in Christ Jesus.
An apostle, Paul had received a
commission and had been sent as a
messenger with orders. Paul did not
occupy this office by self-appointment,
by his own choice, or by the act of any
man or group of men, but by divine call
and appointment — "through the will of
God." Paul had not sought the
apostleship, nor did he consider himself
to be worthy of it.
In writing this letter Paul associated
with himself Sosthenes, one of the
Christian brotherhood, who was
evidently well known in Corinth, but
about whom we do not know any more.
This letter was addressed to the
church which belonged to God and was
located in Corinth, that populous city
where trade flourished and wealth
increased while men and morals
decayed. There men worshipped
money, drank deep at the fountain of
pleasure, rocked themselves in the
chair of luxury, wallowed in the mire of
vice, and lived for things which were
temporal.
This epistle was written to one class
— "the saints," or those who were
ABOUT 'THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of .
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in .a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
itor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
believers in Christ. In the words,
"grace be unto you," Paul was not
referring to the grace that saves,
because those to whom he was writing
were saved. He meant grace to keep
and sustain, or grace for all the trials of
life. Note that the source of grace and
peace is divine. Grace is the activity of
God which produces peace for the
children of God. Grace is the root and
peace is the fruit.
II Corinthians 1:21-24
In beautiful recognition of the
spiritual kinship of the Corinthian
Christians with himself, Paul reminded
them their firmness was not due to their
own efforts, but to what God had done
for them through Christ the Saviour. By
the Holy Spirit they had been sealed,
and then empowered for effective
Christian service. To avert saying some
things to them which would injure their
feelings, Paul had delayed his intended
personal visit.
II Corinthians 2:1-4
Had Paul carried out his original plan
to visit the church whose members he
loved dearly, under the deplorable
conditions then in existence, said cir-
cumstances would have caused him to
rebuke them for their misconduct in
such 'a fashion that it would have
caused them and him great pain and
sorrow. He truly believed that he was
acting wisely by delaying his visit and
writing them instead. In great anguish
of heart Paul penned his message to
them, and in it he sought to convince
them beyond a peradventure of a doubt
that he loved them greatly in spite of
their shortcomings.
II Corinthians 13 : 16-1 I
Upon the change of his original plan
to visit the Corinthians. Paul was
subjected to harsh criticism and
slanderous accusations. His critics
promptly accused him of insincerity
and fickleness. Of course, such a
charge undermined his influence and
effectiveness. Consequently, Paul
quickly revealed the transparency of
his motives, the sincerity of his in-
tentions, and the genuineness of his love
for them by writing them out of the
genuine anguish of his soul, and seeking
to convince them that his change of
plan had been in their best interest, that
he longed for the complete restoration
of their confidence in him, and that he
truly loved them Led by the Holy
Spirit, Paul admonished the Corin-
thians to correct their errors im-
mediately, to accept his appeal in the
spirit in which he made it, to live in
unity of mind and purpose, and to prove
their love for Christ and for others by
conveying His message of grace and
love to those who needed.it, instead of
wrangling among chemselves over
,matters of far less importance.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Opening ceremonies for the new
Murray Federal Savings and Loan
Association office in Murray were held
yesterday. Pictured are Mayor Holnie
Ellis cutting the ribbon with Bruce
Thomas, manager, and Allen Rose,
public relations and loan officer.
Deaths reported include Alvin B
Sanders, 73, Wayne Thompson, 61, and
Leander (Slick) Cope.
Euel Michael Rose, son of Mr, and
Mrs. Euel Rose of Murray, has been
promoted to sergeant while serving in
the 4th Armored Division of the Army
near Illesheim, Germany.
Theresa Resig, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Ftesig of Murray, has been
chosen Miss University of Kentucky
and will compete in the Miss Kentucky
competition of the Miss America
contest.
William T. Sledd, Jr., has retired as
manager of the bookstore at Murray
State University, a position he has held
for 17 years.
The Murray State University Racers
beat Western 89 to 79 here last night to
become No. 1 in the Ohio Valley
Basketball Conference.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Chamber of Commerce
has purchased 12 more acres just north
of the city limits which is adjacent to
the present industrial site owned by the
chamber. This now makes a total of 25
acres in the industrial site on North
Fourth Street Extended.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Minnie
Price, 73, and the Rev. L. D. Ross, 89. -
Rex Galloway, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harding Galloway, Henry H: Towery,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lace Towery,
Harold McDougal, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Pierce McDougal, and Jerry D.
Graham, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Graham, are serving with the Fifth
Battalion, First Training Regiment,
Fort Jackson, S. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Byerly, for-
merly of Kirksey, will.celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on March
8 at their home in Paducah.
The New Concord Redbirds beat the
Murray Training Colts in the first game
of the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament being played at
the Murray State College Sports Arena.
High team scorers were Gene Rowland
for New Concord and Jerry Shroat
Murray Training, both hitting
points.
30 Years Ago
The Student Organization of M
State College this morning
condemned the terrorist acts believ
committed by a minority group if
college students recently in protest
against "social restrictions" imposed
on the campus, according to Frank
Vittetow, president of the Studeth
Organization.
Deaths reported include James
Bedf ore Cooper, 73.
B. W. Edmonds, R. V. Graham, Cirit,
Phelps, Ellis Ross -Paschall, Bill Edill
Hendon, Goebel Roberts, H. G. Ginglea,
E. L. Kuykendall, Alvis E. Jones, and
W. Robert Perry will attend an annuid
mid-winter regional conference fog
Southern States board members ad
March 10 at Mayfield.
The basketball squad, cheerleaders,
and Coach Buron Jeffrey of Lynn Grove
High School were honored at a supper
held at the Doherty-Sexton cottage oe
Kentucky Lake with the faculty of the
school as the hosts.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"One Touch of Venus" starring Robert
Walker, Ave Gardner, and Dick
Ha ymes.
Bible Thought
Ye have not chosen me, but have
chosen you, and ordained you, that
ye should go and bring forth fruit.
John 15:16.
This verse gives ample evidence '
of what we mean to Jesus Christ.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The •
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected:
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
ma1y. - be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
312
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
I). C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Off ice , 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATEstState 
Fg:
legislators may be reacheq
in Frankfort when the General.;
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-;:
564-2500 or by writing to them in care'
of the State Capitol Building.;
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home:
addresses of state legislators'
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Brad Taylor (with ball) did shoot some from the field, but he did his reel damage at the free-
throw Rite. The senior guard sank 13-of-13 tries there and scored 21 points to help Murray Nigh
to a 78-69 victory over Marshall County in the Fourth District tournament game.




By OR. BRYAN THACKER
When any part of the
body is suffering from
damage caused by disease
or injury, it usually ac-
tivates a warning in the
form of pain. Pain is
nature's warning that
something is wrong and
needs care.
Pain killers cannot cure.
. . they only minimize the
warning signal. If the war-
ning is not heeded, the pain
may gradually disappear
over a period of time
because the ability of the




in locating and correcting
the causes of pain. . . not






Murray High Whips Marshals 78-69
Mirrray Ledger & Times
Tigers Assure Regional Berth
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Murray High was a loser to
Marshall County in each of the
teams' first three meetings
this season, but Tiger coach
Cary Miller knew what had to
be done.
"We'll have to stop their
outside shooting to win," he
said. "They're probably as
fine a shooting ball club as
we've seen."
The Marshals hit 51 percent
of their shots last night, but
both Miller and Marshall
County coach Bobby Toon
agreed on the real difference
in the game.
"Rebounding and free
throws," said Toon. "It's not
hard to beat a team four
teams in one season," Toon
said in answer to a question,
"if you just play basketball.
That wasn't basketball out
there from us tonight."
The Tigers sank 34-of-48
charity tosses en route to a 78-
69 victory over the Marshals
in first-round play of the
Fourth District Tournament
in the Murray State Sports
Arena. The triumph assured
Murray of a berth in next
week's regional tournament.
Marshall County faces
Calloway County tonight in a
7:45 p.m. contest. Should
Calloway win, it will face
Murray for the championship
Saturday. If Marshall wins,
the Tigers will be district
champions outright, and no
final will be played.
Since foul trouble had




The biggest thing that
worried Rick Fisher about
Marshall County — team
balance — proved to be
something worth fretting
about last night.
"I knew they were strong up
and down their lineup, and
they were just a much better
team tonight," said Fisher,
the Murray High girls coach.
The Marshals used double-
figure scoring from three
players to blast the Tigers 53-
33 in the first round of the
Fourth District Tournament
in the Murray State Sports
Arena.
The Tigers face Calloway
County tonight in a contest
that will eliminate one of the
two teams. Should Calloway.
16-2, win, it will face Marshall
County for the title Saturday.
A Murray win would
automatically make the
Marshals district champions
and the Tigers runners-up.
Murray High never led
in the game, and the 18-point
margin by which they trailed
after a half could easily have





Bible Classes 10:00 a.m.
Worship 10:45 a.m.
Worship  800 p.m.




South of Murray on
Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
OR. PLAIN CR ROAD
Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 11:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 12:30 P.N.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You"
losses Murray owned heading
into last night's game, Miller
may have felt a redemption, of
sorts, in winning in the
manner the Tigers did.
"It's nice to be shooting the
free throws for a change in--
stead of watching the other
team shoot them," said
Miller. The hottest shooter
from the line was senior guard
Brad Taylor, who hit all 13 of
his tries to finish with a
season-high 21 points.
Reserve guard Howie
Cnttendon came off the beqch
to sink 6-of-6 free throws, and
Miller pointed to him as an
example of his team's play.
"It's difficult to single out
any one player in this one," he
said. "But when a guy can
come off the bench and hit six
free throws, you're not going
to be doing much wrong."
The Marshals could do
nothing right in the early
going. They fell behind 10-4
but rallied to tie the score for
the second time at 15-all with
1:50 left.
A few seconds later, though,
trout-liner David Ridley drew
his third foul and exited the
game before returning to
commit his fourth foul with
7:46 still to play in the second
quarter.
"I think that correctly sums
up the officiating," said Toon,
whose team entered the game
with a sparkling 19-6 record.
"It Was very inconsistent.
They didn't cost us the game,
Murray High did. But it was
still undesirable."
The Tigers took the lead for
good when Howard Boone
banked in a 10-footer with four
minutes left In the first half.
That gave Murray a 28-V
advantage, a lead they pushed
to nine — 38-29 — by halftime.
By then, the Tigers had shot
18 free throws, though that
was little warning of the
barrage Murray would enjoy
from the foul line in the
following two quarters.
Marshall County outscored
the Tigers 20-8 from the field
in the second-half, but Murray
See TIGERS, page
UK Uses School-Record Shooting
To Gun Down Alabama 101-100
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — C.
M. Newton was probably right
—twice.
"A game can't end in a tie,
but if they could, this one
should have," the Alabama
coach said Thursday night
after defending national
champion Kentucky edged the
Crimson Tide 101-100 in an
incredible second round
shootout in the Southeastern
Conference basketball
tournament.
Newton ref errred only to his
game, but it also would have
fit the nightcap of the
doubleheader when Auburn
needed four overtime periods
to register a dramatic 95-91
victory over Georgia, which
never led in the game.
The victories moved Ken-
tucky and Auburn into
tonight's semifinals against a
pair of teams that drew byes
through the first two rounds.
Auburn, 13-15, will meet
conference runnenip Ten-
nessee, 18-11; in the 6 p.m.
opener and Kentucky, 18-10,
playing its fourth game in six
days, tangles with eighth-
ranked Louisiana State, 22-4,
the SEC champion, at 8.
"The less we talk about
being tired, the better off we'll
be," said Coach Joe Hall of
Kentucky. "These are young
men and we'll bounce back.
Marshals Roar Past Murray High 53-33;
Tigers To Face Calloway County Tonight
At one point, the Tigers
were 3-of-20 from the field, a
big reason why they trailed 16-
6 after one quarter.
Another reason may have
been the Marshals' torried
shooting in the opening
minutes. They sank four
straight baseline bombs to up
a 4-0 lead to 12-4 with five
minutes gone in the game.
"Our defense was just
outstanding," said first-year
Marshall County coach Donna
Perry. Though Fisher agreed,
he felt he knew what to expect
from tOlarshals.
"ve felt like we knew
exactly what they would do,"
he said. "We just couldn't do
anything about it."
After Marshall County
opened up its 18-point spread,
Murray was never any closer
than 17 points thereafter. The
Marshals even led by as many
as 24 points on several oc-
casions.
"We had that cold first half,
See MURRAY, page 6
Candy Jaeksaa hawks Marshall County's Donetta Cothran (42) during last night's Fourth District
tournament game in the MSU Sports Arena. The Marshals beat the Tigers 53-33. Murray faces
Calloway County tonight Staff photo by Tony Wilson
No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny 
The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cash Prices
"LSU is fresh, but we have
the momentum of the tour-
nament," Hall added. "We're
just going to play as hard as
we can as long as we can."
Both of Thursday night's
winners should be drained
physically and emotionally.
Freshman Dwight Anderson
applied the clincher for
Kentucky when he hit two free
throws with eight seconds
remaining to give the Wildcats
a 101-98 advantage.
Kentucky gave pp an un-
contested layup with three
seconds to play and Alabama
quickly called time out and
later fouled Freddie Cowan on
the inbounds pass. Cowan
missed the free throw, but
Alabama never had a chance
to get back down court,
gaining possession of the
rebound as the horn sounded.
The Wildcats won with the
deadliest shooting in their
illustrious basketball history
— hitting 43 of 63 floor shots
for a school record 68.3 per-
cent.
And, the deadliest shooter of
See UK, page 7
What's Up
4TN DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
iii the HSU Sports Arena
Murray High girls (10-8) vs Calloway Coun-
ty (16-2), 6:30 p.m.
Marshall County boys (19-7) vs Calloway







When It Comes To
Discounts!
ffitti






R, Uncle Jeff's w
-/` Safe-T Discount AN
641 So Pharmacy 753-4175
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION
We At
Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.
Believe that our business is more than money.
It's people helping people.
Come by and let us show you.
Security Federal
1300 Johnson Blvd
Sayings & Loan AssociationMurray, Ky. 759-1234— -
Nick Swift pots up o shot attempt over a Marshall County defender during last night's Fourth District Tournament game. The
Tigers won, and the Marshals face Calloway County tonight Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Tigers Whip Marshall County
Continued from page5
outpointed the visitors 23-10 at
the charity stripe.
The closest the Marshals
could get was eight points, and
they trimmed it to that margin
for the last time at 70-62 with
1:40 left on Brad Diumigan's
two free throws.
But Mike Bradshaw,
playing for the first time since
injuring an ankle in the
Mayfield game two weeks
ago, and Boone propptly
followed with two free tArows
each to push the lead back up
to 12.
Both Toon and Miller agreed
that the results of the past
three meetings — Marshall
victories by an average
margin of seven points— were
no factor in last night's con-
test.
We played them the same
way, but they did a better job
against us this time," said
Toon.
We played well enough to
win the other times we played
them," Miller said. "Marshall
County just shot and
rebounded well and played the
way they wanted to play
before."
The Tigers outrebounded
the Marshals 33-22 —
something they had failed to
do in the past thee. meetings
— while sinking 51 percent of
their. field-goal tries.
Boone tossed in 17 points to
aid Taylor's effort, while
Bradshaw, Ed Harcourt and
Jeff Kursave added 11, 10 and
9 points, respectively.
Chris Orr paced the Mar-
shals with 30 points, and
Dunnigan added 23. No other
Marshall County player




Brad Taylor 4-6 13-13
Howard Boone 6-11 5-7
Mike Bradshaw 48 3-8
Ed Harcourt 4-6 24
Jeff Kursave 3-7 3-3
Howie Crittendon 0-2 6-6
Nick Swift 1-3 2-7




























totals 22-43 34-48 33 22 78
Marshall Co. 2641 17-22 22 29 69
Marshall - Chris Orr 11 0.10 30; Brad
Dunmgan 8 7-9 23; Kevin Munro 2 2-2 6;
Ronnie Dunn 3 0-0 6; Bruce Ford 1 0.1 2;
Mitch Steele 1 0.1 2; David Ridley 00-00;
Bob Ridley 0 0-0 0.
Marshall 21 I 16 14-69
Murray 17 21 16 15-78
Attendance: 3,100 (est
Murray High Falls To Marshals
Continued from page5
then got frustrated and were
never able to get back in it,"
said Fisher, whose team fell to
10-8.
. Senior guard Jama Washer
was the only double-figure
scorer for Murray. Her 17
points tied the Marshals'




air rifle and small bore
champions captured six of the




competition held at Murray
State University.
The Tennesseans placed
one-two in the individual small
bore competition, second in
the air rifle individual contest
and third in the air rifle team
shooting.
Mike Gross, one of Murray
State's two All-America
shooters, set a new in-
ternational collegiate air rifle
record when he scored 396
points out of a possible 400 in
winning the individual
competition in that category.







Gary & Mick's Used Cars .... 54 34
Pfopies Bank  53'a 3411
Thurman Furnitire 52 38
land lavers 50 38
Dennison Hunt 491 30-s
Paradise Kennels 40 48
Murray Ins 39,t 4814:
Handicaps 37 51
Holland Drug XI 53
Credit Bureau of Murray 211% VP,
HIGH TEAM GANIEff1C)
Land Lovers  714
Gary & Mick's Used Cars ..... 762
Gary & Mick's Used Cars 758
HIGH TEAM GAME (}IC)
Gary & Mick's Used Cars 1048
Gary & Mick's Used Cars 1044
Holland Drugs •  1021
HIGH TEAM SERIES (SC)
Gary & Mick's Used Cars  2196
2166n
land lavers 
Thurman Furniture . .
HIGH TEAM SERIES ( NCI
Gary & Mick's Used Cars 1184
Thurman Furniture 3816
Hands aps 21182




Valane Morris  188




HIGH IND. SERIES (SC)
530Valerie Morrie •
Ethelene McCallum  502
Mildred Hodge 
HIGH IND. SERIES (NC)
Valarie MOrril 047
Shirley Jones 042
Sue Ann lei $34
HIGH AVERAGES





..261" 43 dribble warms awake connoristurliiftilli. 151 'Ask Weskit in Ito second haff st*WeDebbie Hopper
de 53-31 Murray High lots. The Nen fan Callinvey Covell right •
ternational individual air rifle
champion and a senior from
Menomonee Falls, Wisc.,
shattered the 394-point record
previously held by J. Akemon
of Tennessee Tech.
Second place was fired by
Elaine Proffit, Tennessee
Tech, with 387 points.
center, for scoring honors.
Tonya Alexander, the
Tigers' leading scorer with a
16-point average, scored only
eight. Lori Barrett chipped in
16 points for Marshall County,
while Jill Bennett added 14.
"I think the three best
teams in the region are right
here in ths district,")said
Perry. "Murray High is a
strong club. We just played
very well."
The Marshals hawking 1-3-1
zone defense forced the Tigers
into 17 turnovers.
Murray hit only 15-of-52
field-goal tries for a measly 29
percent and hit 3-of-8 free
throws. Marshall County,
meanwhile, sank 49 percent of
its shots on 23-of-47 shooting
and 7-of-11 free throws.
"We should be up against
Calloway," said Fisher. "Our
worst game is definitely
behind us, as you saw out




fg-a ft-a rb pf tp
Jama Washer 8-22 1-2 1 2 17
Tanya Alexander 4-13 0-0 8 3 8
Jann Washer 3-10 1-1 8 0 7
'Stacey Mobley 0-0 1.2 0 1 1
Candy Jackson 0-0 0-2 0 4 0
Rhysa Griffith 0-6 0-0 11 1 0
Starr Jones 0-1 0-0 2 2 0
Laurie Morgan 0-0 0-0 1 0 0
Velvet Jones 0-0 6-1 0 0 0
Natalie Garfield 0-0 41 0 0 0
Totals 1412 3-8 31 13 33
Marshall 1,47 7 -11 M 10 53
Marshall-Barbara Faughn 6 5-6 17
Lori Barrett 8 4116; Jill Bennett 7 0-0 14,
Donetta Cothran 1 2-4 4; Julie Lawrence
1 0-0 2; Laura Keen 00-1 0
Marshall 16 16 13 843
Murray 6 8 9 10-33
Staff Atoto by Tony Wilson
• • •
Murray Women Thumped
By UK, Finish At 10-16
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Murray State was beaten on
the scoreboard, for sure, but
under the basket, says Racer
coach Jean Smith, was where
the real beating was taking
place.
-We were just physically
bruised," said Smith, after
Murray fell 82,59 to the
University of Kentucky in




The loss ended the Racers'
season and dropped their
record to 10-16. It was
Murray's eighth defeat hi tune
games.
After a half against the
Wildcats, the Racers had shot
only three free throws,
compared to 19 for UK.
"Something is - wrong
somewhere when a difference
that large occurs," said
Smith. "I was very






which topped Eastern Ken-
tucky.
The tourney continues today
with U of L facing Morehead
and Kentucky taking on
Northern in semifinal action.
Laura Lynn canned 8-of-13
shots from the field to finish
with 21 points, tying with UK's
Liz Luckschn for game
scoring honors. Luckschu hit




added 13 points for the Racers,
and Cindy Barri: chipped in
nine. Center Jackie Mounts,
like Barris playing her last
game as a Racer, scored only
two points.
"Jackie got in foul trouble
Parker's No Show
early, and it was obvious she
wasn't in top shape," said
Smith of Mounts, who was
battling a bout with the flu.
IMMICRY EL MURRAY SIAM 59
tg-41 2t-• rb
Jeanette Rowan 3-10 04) 6 1
Laura Lynn 0.13 54 3 4 21
Marla Eahcb 0.15 1-2 5 3 13
=Barris 34 34 2 3 9
Mmintit 14 0-0 11 4 2
Klm Morris 0-1 0-1 1 1 0
Lai LaMar 04 0-0 2 0 0
Bridget!. Wyche 2-4 0-1 1 2 4
Barbara Herndon 2-6 0-0 2 3 4
Totals 2541 9-15 37 21 *
UK 33-76 16-zi 54 18 82
UK - Maria Donbod 3 3-3 9; Debbie
Odom 2 150 4; Lis Lackachu 5 5-5 15; Gen
Grigsby 4 34 11; Linda Edelman 0 2-2 2,
Janet Timpiummi 1 8-02; Debbie black 0
0-00, Tanya Fogle 0 2-2 2.
Halftime- 44-31 UK.
Rose Appears For Spring Workout And Publicity,
But Parker Keeps Cameras And Microphones Waiting
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
BRADENTON, Fla. — Pete Rose has
won the first round from Dave Parker
in the tussle for public attention bet-
ween baseball's richest nuggets.
The little guy did it without lifting a
glove. The Goliathan Parker defaulted.
''Baseball today is show business,
Rose and Parker are the Paul Newman
and Robert Redford of the diamond,"
commented Pittsburgh Manager Chuck
Tanner while awaiting the delayed
arrival of his 1900,000-a-year leading
man.
-They are the top active candidates
for the Hall of Fame. They have signed
the biggest contracts as they deserve.
They're the guys that people want to
No doubt about it, the major leagues'
1979 spring training ritual has turned
into the "Pete and Dave Show." They
are the celebrated Gold Dust Twins.
Rose, the Cincinnati legend for whom
Philadelphia laid out a cool $3.2 million,
blew into the Phillies' Clearwater camp
on Wednesday — his arrival heralded
well in advance. One could almost hear
the trumpets blaring and the feet
marching.
It was like a Hollywood movie
premiere. He flew the redeye overnight
from Las Vegas, arriving at 5:35 a.m.
He stopped early-moring traffic in the
airport. He was at the Phils' training
complex by 7:45. A thousand fans were
waiting, as was a battery of newsmen,
photographers and TV reporters.
Peter answered questions nonstop for
more than two hours. Then he donned
an unfamiliar Phillie uniform,
outhustled and outlasted everybody on
the field.
"A truly amazing guy," said Tom
Reich. "He is seemingly inexhaustable.
For the life of me, I don't see how a guy
of 37 can drive himself so relentlessly.
He sells tickets. I am sure he already
has paid back in advance ticket and TV
sales more than $1 million ok_hiL,con-
tract."
These comments are particualrly
significant because they come from a
Pittsburgh lawyer who not only is a
rabid Pirate fan, but the genius who
negotiated Parker's $4.5 million, five-
year contract with the Pirates, which,
with attendance clauses, could con-
ceivably make the big outfielder a $1
to
million-a-year man by 1982.
Reich was one of the scores of
restless people — fans, officals,
newsmen and photogs— milling around
the Pirates' Bradenton quarters
complex Thursday waiting for the
grand entrance of the 8-foot-5, 230-
pound Parker, acclaimed by many as
the greatest current talent in baseball.
HE was expected at 9 a.m. What
would he do to upstage Rose? Drop on
to the field by parachute?
"I haven't seem him in a few days,"
said Reich. "He's still been on the
banquet curcult. Don't worry — he'll
show."
Cameramen kept loading and
unloading their boxes. Newsmen
gulped coffee. Vistors asked, "Where's
No.39?. Where's Parker?" The Bucs
ended workouts. Still no Parker.
Finally, an embarrassed spokesman
said, "Dave just called the office. Says
he's under the weather and won't be in
until Saturday."
Groused a cynical Pittbsurgh
newsman: "And the Pirates wonder
why they can't draw a million. A
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Rain or shine, wet or dry, hot or cold,




Murray State University's Livestock and
Exposition Center, Murray, Ky.
March 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Comfortable inside regardless of weather. Plenty
of free parking.
Friday and Saturday Sunday Afternoon
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. 1 p.m. to 8 p. m.
The most elaborate display of PONTOON BOATS ever presented in the whole U.S.A.
*HOUSEBOATS up to big, plush 58 footers.
*FISHING BOATS priced so low you may want to buy one for him and her.
*A few BASS BOATS at unheard of prices.
*SAIL BOATS at special show prices.
*Beautiful RUNABOUTS and family SKI BOATS will be displayed.
OTHER ATTRACTIONS PRESENTED
Some of the sharpest Tow Vehicles you've ever seen, courtesy of the local auto dealership.
The U. S. Coast Guard will display "Salt Boat", a stern drive runabout cat away to show construction,
complete with engine and ortdrive. Shown courtesy of the U. S. Coast Guard, Beating Safety astaehment,
Paducah, Ky. and U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Murray Flotilla 27-5.
A few close-out outdoor related items will be offered at "ease in a lifetime prices."
Ky. State Police, Water Safety Division will be present with helpful water safety ideas and brochures.
A number of marine related items, such as pontoon tubes, will be on display. Build your own boat ei for
special flotation usage.
Several hundred thousand dollars worth of beautiful beats will be on display with prices cut to now lows
, for this one big boat show!!
A
JUST DON'T MISS IT
Live Entertainment
Fri. Night, Sat. Afternoon and Night
And Sunday Afternoon
Coffee and Donuts will be served

































































Kentucky and Duke, who
fought it out for college
basketball's national
championship a year ago, had
their hands full turning back
challengers in their own
conference tournaments.
Kentucky, which beat Duke
94-88 for the NCAA title a year
ago, hit 68.3 percent of its
shots from the field but needed
a free throw by freshman
Dwight Anderson with eight
seconds remaining to edge
Alabama 101-100 Thursday




favorite and currently ranked
fifth, got two free throws from
Jim Spanarkel with two
seconds left to nip Wake
Forest 58-56 in the first round
of the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference tournament.
Meanwhile, top-ranked
'"Indiana State raised its record
r"... to 213-0 by beating Southern
l'Illinois 79-72 in the semifinals
Olaf the Missouri Valley Con-
-'terence tourney. All-
'American Larry Bird led the
a 'Sycamores with 25 points.
LI,• ' In non-tournament games
Ilinvolving ranked teams, No. 3
UCLA defeated California 77-
68, No. 4 Michigan State
whipped Minnesota 76-83, No.
$10 Marquette overpowered Air
ifForce 61-43, No. 11 Iowa was
upset by Michigan 61-53, No.
t 17 Ohio State bowed to
ilWisconsin 76-73 and No. 19
G Purdue beat Indiana 55-48.
$' In another first-round
Southeastern Conference
'game, Auburn got last-minute
layups from Bobby Cattage
Anna Eric Stringer to outlast
Georgia 95-91 in four over-
Duke blew a 14-point half-
itime lead but recovered to win
-Jim the foul shots by Spanarkel,
who led all scorers with 20
points.
-We didn't show much at
e end," said Duke Coach Bill
aster. "We didn't show the
ise we have. Thank good-
for Jimmy Spanarkel at
end."
other ACC first-round
on, Kendal Pinder's 20
ints helped North Carolina
te hold off Virginia 82-78
ind Albert King's 20 points led
ryland past Clemson, 75-67.
, Indiana State trailed 32-23 in
Abe first half but closed the
pap to two by halftime, then
'look control in the final 20
minutes.
"They just took us out of our
offense in the second half,"
said Illinois State coach Joe
Gottfried. "And everything
has got to be perfect to beat
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Saltsufbers who lave 1101
reireiwed then howailelvered
copy of The Swirl ledger &
Tines by 5:30 p.s. lasear
folerry Sr by 3:30 p.n. ma
Sahaniarls are pripai to cal
1501116 beeves 5:311 p.m.
an 6 p.a., Nearkey -friday, or
3:36 p.n. on 4 p.n. Satyr-
days, to insure nolvery of the
newspaper. Gelb nest be
placed by 6 p.n. woolaleys Sr
4 p.m. Saturdays to goarnotee
aelvery.
Indiana State."
Next in line for the unbeaten
Sycamores is New Mexico
State, which beat Wichita
State 85-81 in the other
Missouri Valley Conference
semifinal behind 26 points and
19 rebounds by Robert Gunn.
Michigan State now has sole
possession of the Big Ten lead
following losses by Iowa and
Ohio State.
Jay Vincent scored 25
points, Gregory Keiser added
23 and Earvin Johnson had 21
as Michigan State beat
Minnesota at Minneapolis.
The Spartans can do no
worse than tie for the league
championship and will go to
the NCAAs in any case
because they have defeated
Iowa and Ohio State twice this
Season.
Michigan, led by Mike
McGee's 21 points, bolted to a
20-4 lead and never trailed in
beating Iowa at Iowa City.
McGee had a basket and two
free throws in the final 30
seconds to clinch the victory.
Claude Gregory scored 23
points and Wes Matthews
added 21 to lead Wisconsin
over Ohio State.
Joe Barry Carroll scored 21
points and grabbed 12
rebounds and Brian Walker
sank three clutch free throws
to enable Purdue to remain
one game behind Michigan
State. Iowa and Ohio State
also are one game back.
Rutgers outscored West
Virginia 21-6 from the foul line
and beat the Mountaineers 55-
52, while Sammie Ellis scored
24 points to help Pitt knock off
top-seeded Villanova 77-64 in
the Eastern Eight semifinals.
In first-round games of the
Metro Conference tourney,
junior forward Murray Brown
scored a tournament-record 34
points to lead Florida State to
a 101-92 victory over Tulane;
Les Hanson tallied 23 points to
help Virginia Tech beat
Cincinnati 80-74.
Mike Bradshaw drives for tits basket as Rambla County's Bob RWley defends. Bradshaw, seeing
his first action since injuring es ankle two weeks ago, scored 11 points to aid a 78-69 Murray
High triumph. Staff photo by Tony Wilson
UK Outshoots Alabama
Continued from page5
all was guard Truman
Claytor, who banged in his
first nine shots of the second
half, sparking a rally that saw
Kentucky overcome an 8-point
deficit and build an 8-point
lead in a nine-minute span.
Claytor . finished with 25





ORLANDO, Fla. - Andy
Bean shot a 64 - then
apologized for it.
Arnold Palmer shot a 70 -
his best round of the year -
and was fuming.
"They used all the soft pin
placements," said Arnold, his
discomfort growing as more
and more subpar numbers
were splashed across the
scoreboard. "And they used
two members' tees. I can fix
that. I'll plow 'em up. That's
what I'll do. I'll get a tractor
and plow 'em up."
Absolutely ideal playing
conditions - mild to warm
temperatures and no wind -
and the perfect condition of
the golf course combined for
some extremely low scores
Thursday in the first round of
the $250,000 Bay Hill Citrus
Golf Classic. In all, 53 players
- more than one-third of the
field - was at par or better on
the Bay Hill course, owned by
Palmer and being used as the
site of a PGA tour event for
the first time.
Bean's superb, 7-under-par
effort was the best.
"Arnold's not gonna like you
shooting that kind of number
on his golf course," chided
Jack Nicklaus, who had a 68
that left him in solid con-
tention.
The enormously powerful
Bean didn't make a bogey and
flew a four-iron second shot to
within a foot of the drooping
flag for a tap-in eagle on the
511-yard first hole.
Jim Colbert, rankled by the
burr of a $200 fine assessed for
slow play in last week's Los
Angeles Open, played his back
nine in 30, capped by a 175-
yard five-iron second shot on
the final hole that found the
cup for an eagle 2. That
finished off a 65 that left him in
second, 1 stroke behind Bean.
Ed Sneed and Floyd mat-
ched 66s.
The group at 67 included Bill
Rogers, Thompson, Bobby
Nichols and Bob Byman.
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backcourt star who runs the
Wildcat attack, had 22.
Anderson chipped in with 19.
Alabama, also 18-10, got a
brilliant 38-point performance
from second unit All-
American Reginald King, who
lifted his career scoring total
to 2,036- only the sixth player
in SEC history to attain the
2,000 plateau.
"I didn't think Kentucky
could keep shooting the way
they did, but I was wrong,"
King said.
Robert Scott, who had a
hitting ,1 streak end at 13
straight baskets, added 25
points for Alabama, btit was
charged with the foul after
Anderson had stolen the ball
from him with eight seconds
left.
"It was one of those games I
love to watch, but hate to
lose," Newton said.
"Everybody was keyed to
play his best," said Hall.


























639 S. 4th St
Phone 753-9868
did not tell Claytor he would
start until three minutes
before game time. Claytor had
not started in the last six
games because of an ankle
injury.
Auburn won its game-and-
ahalf against Georgia when
Bobby Cottage and Eric
Stringer sanks layups in the
final 65 seconds, Stringer's
coming on a layup after a steal
with eight seconds to play.
"Those were two very tired
teams," said Coach Sonny
Smith, who steered Auburn to
its ninth straight victory over
Georgia. "Fatigue is what
took the game into four
overtimes."
"This game was like our
whole season," said Georgia's
Hugh Durham. This is a
team that has played with guts
and with heart and which
wouldn't give up. We've had
our share of disappointments,
and tonight's final score was
one of them."
Sports At A Glance
Girls Prep Top 10 UK Boxscore
Z. (API - Hare are
tho lop 111 Esnischs achool
trobstliall Isom ilk brut-place voles to
ponedhams, records and ZAN wows
llama Co. (1411 30-11 11119
1lAn Assmeutim *4 U
1.1.as Marty Academy 111-6 61
4..Perio 11-4
Lim Lidaystto 111-2 51
6.(tiel Las Wealaro 30-2 43
AS. Cs. 15-3 43





Modems 7 54 19, Wilimns 3 64 111,
Csorm111-3 13, Macy $4430. Clarke 0134
16, Mare $ 41$. iforderber 2 14 6,
=man 004$. Fatah; 43 is-n ISO
ALABAMA Ma I
Nimes 3 MI 11, Phdhps $ 1-3 17, Kw 15
11-111 311, Sae 10 $4 3$, Hancock 1 64 2,
Moms 4 1-2 9, Road 11 64 0, Lockett 53.43.
Totals 41 lb* 140
Hafftime-Alahams 36, Kentucky O.
Total fotils-Krintacky 33 Alabama 114.
Fouled out-King Adams A -34,305.
OVC All-Conference Team
Mass All-Ohie /May Conference Team
a it Ilemeteire
Janine TOMlimirK Jr 6-4 w
.111T Sr 6-7 Philo/.
,MO Sr 6-1 Brtrikky,I9,.
So 64 Sharpabs4.Ky
Sr 64 Hammond, Ind.
Sr 6-7 St. Louis
Sr 6-4 Plasm, Ga.
Jr 6-7 Insinwtos
1011, WE Jr 64 Fayetteville, Ark.
,MU Fr 6-5 Ctrax=
In Sr 6-0 Lee year- Ed Byhre. EKU ; Player of the year- 1111man, EKU
11111sian's All-Ohio Valley Confereace Tenn
laiwinsPIMI Maillii.rdbal,. jr
5-9 Madison, Tenn.
-MT Sr 6-0 Centerville, Tenn
Sr 6-0 springfieid, ciao
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no Jr 5-10 Newport, Ky.
So 54 Paducah
MO Jr 5-9 Covington, Ky
Sr 5-5 Humboldt, Tenn
&Pafford, AP So 54 Soddy, Tenn
flelb ,WK Sr 5-7 Rome, Ga






Duke 51 Wake Forest M
N.C. $tate St iirglida 78
Fasters Eight Tierney
fletailhals




St Jian's 116, Wagner 82, OT
Metro Tionreamast
And Ihmand
Virginia Tech IS, Cincinnati 71
Missouri VON Tourney
Madam's
Indiana St 71, S. Illinois 72
SEC Tournament
• Maud
Kentucky 101, Alabama IN
Ng 111
Purdue 56, Indiana 48
ACC Tounamest
First lisaml




Connecticut Si. Boston C. 74
Southwest Conference Tourney
Quarter-floats
Texas Tech 63, Texas AIN 62, OT
McNeese 85 SW Louisiana 1111,
Louisiana Tech 09, Texas-Arttnglon 63
Arizona 71, Washington 66
Central Stenos Comlerenee
Playoff
Pittsburg St. 66, Fart Hays St 65
Easters Regioaal MUM= Ii Toomey
First Rosnd
Cheyney St 82, Albany Si. Si
Hanalei 49, Phil' Textile 46
Morris Harvey 90, Alderson-Broaddus SG
Michigan St. 76, Minnesota 63
Northwestern 71, Illinois 64
St.John's, Minn. 64, &Olaf 62
C.arolines Conleresce Tourney
Championship
High Point 54, Pfeiffer 51
Fasters Eight Toomey
Setniftwila




Ions $0, Seton Hall 73
NAM Toomey
First Rowed
Anderson 63, Huntington 54
NAIA District 5 Toorsey
Quarter-finals




Joe Jones, defensive end, to the
Washington Redskins for an un-
disclosed draft choice.
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Hickman Co 3$ Fulton City 50
had District
fientinnal
Lone Oak Si Heath 50
1rd District
Mayfield 75 Farmington 53
Moto 62 Sedalia 61
ith District
Sesallinal
Trigg Co N Lyon Co &
10 Oharlet
Minelosl
Christian Co 30 1.1 MOW X
11th Nada
sinew
Owensboro 16 Oweasbero Ceth X
NM Oleldn
Saellnal
Bremen 72 Graham 45
Illb Viand
Sesallnab
Whites many se a Ilenissid 61
Breck livid& Co 111 Hosed Co 65
MS Diane
Ileselfied
Grayson Co 64 Fordaville 57
How about a lift
in the middle of
the week?
It's so encouraging to hear people tell the
healing they've had from trusting God's
care. To hear uplifting readings from the
Bible, and from Science and Health with
K to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy
To j4:*--4 -pgether in hymns of joy.
There's nothing like it for some midweek
inspiration. We'd love to see you there.
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Change air filters often for
engine efficiency they
cost so little Wide range of
air fitters to fit most Amen-
can made cars
Save money by changing fil-
ters often Youll get better
engine performance' Wide














ers with detachable tray.
Plant a basket here and
there - create a friendly




Heavy-Duty Trash Bags for
Indoors and Outdoors
Choose twenty 23 gal.
bags, thirty 44'-qt
bags, ten 6-bu. bags






































Supply now at this super price' 8 pair of socks per peck a,
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Colorful twin flat or fittedsheets of easy care fabric.Many bright patterns to






$13.88 Begin a hobby the whole family will enjoy.
Set includes a 10-gallon glass aquarium, air
pump, bottom filter, with tubing and floss.
food sample, charcoal, chlorine neutralizer,














































































GYM SET. . . with four
exciting activities . . .
Includes 2 swings, two- 88
seater sky glide, trapeze
"U" bar and side 
entry39 
platform slide. Metallic







Rich, full bodied motor oil from Quaker
State. Keeps your car's engine running











Famity size cooking grill
features mobile /patio





















THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
HOME FEDERAL
Vsi , I 1.1 t-1.101, 1st lOts
12th ik Main - Murray , Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
cJk ohmaniq
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference S. Inspirational Books








• Camptese AirtsalaRic Trossiwissies Service
• Complete Taimi-op& Repair Service355. 7tli















Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1409
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Neetiog, Al Conditiewing, %set Metal
8th aChestnut 7S3-4832
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home









641 North Hwy 753-9(102
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
Ski Best and Pontoon test Rental
Ky. Lake State Pork Pk. 474-2245
Kentmelui Fria Ckiekta
"It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Oar Dolelews Beef mil Nee Seetwiehers





South 12th St. - Murray
tr, •011



































Singing, Evening Wors 5 36, 11: 10 p
111.000 111101
Morning Worship 11 :00 a m
Evening Worship 111111pm
1112111 BAPTIST





Morning Worship 1010 a in.
Evening Worship IAN p m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONA
Morning Worship 
11 RI am.
Evening worstup 7 10 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00 ain.
Everung Worship 6 45 p.m
GURU COMM
Morning Worship 11 -00a.m,
Evening Worship 7 00pm.
ELM GROW' BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00 axn.









Evening Worship 5 lOpm 66110pm
sundaiv.1110111 11TrshiypschooiNOVEll FREEWILL BAPTIST








Erasing Service 6:110 pm.
COLDWATER
Morning Services 11:00a m.
Evening Services 11:119 p.m
FAIN BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:011a m















So. 12th St. .Auto Glass Installed. 7534563
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
'Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Lw Corichheaval Nownee Ceesimortid Sof nparoosei
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Gamut mitt Gramsunday School 10 011
Morning Worstup 11, OP a.m
LIDENTTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10 50. m
Preaching llOOam&tOOprn
Wednesday night 7 00 pin
MOM atm
BAPTIST mini
Morning Worship 11'01 am
Everung Worship 7 SI p m
ST. 1010 BAPTIST MOROI
Morning Worship 10,45am
&inlay School 9.30 • m
DEXTER BAPTIST OIRROI
Wednesday Service 6.30p.m

















Worship ServIces 10 a.m. C. al pm.
11111tRAY CIORISTLUI MUOVISIMP
Worship 10 $0 • .m
Bible School fillam.
Evening Service 6:0 pm
01111101 Of AIMS MST
Of LATTER DAY mons
Woodman of World Nadig.
Sooday School 10:0 am.
Evening Service 4:30 p.m
iso cameuc
CIWROI




FirifleT Ave and 17th St, Murray. Ky,
Sunday. 11•00 a in Testinsony meeting
aecond Wednesday Op in
111110VAIES WEENEIRS
Watchtower 111•311a.m.
Bible Lecture 11-30 
ST. JOINIES EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour I 46 am.
Church School 11:1101m
111111111100111 NW
csSa= School 10: LS a.m.
Service 11:30110.
SIVENIN OAT ADVINTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10- M aim
Worship Service SM.!: 3.3am
Church of Christ
 MEW PROVIDING
Write Worship 11 00






Wor=rihince 10 43a.m. Alp m






Evening Worship CM pm.
SEMITE A POPLAR
Worship Service 10.6a m.
Evening Worship ill p.m_
NEW C000010
Morning Service 10,50 •.m





















































Sunday Schad 9 45 a.m
Morning warship 10 45 a m.
NYPS wanes') 5• 15 p.m
Evening Nankin 6 00 p.m
Wednesday Worship 7 10p .m.
LOCUST MIN MOROI
Morning Worship Iliaa.m.




Sunday School 10 00•.m.
Worthip Service 11 00 SATs
NWT* PLEASANT WWI
Sunday School 9 45 a.m.wonhip Service 11 01 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Suriday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a m .7 p.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11 . 0111•.m.
Evening Worship 7•011p.m.
FIRST PINSIITT IMAM
Church School 9 30 a .m
Worship Service 10 45 am.
Pentecostal
ALMO INIONTS
Morning Worship 11 011 a.m.
Evening Worship 7,311p.m.
INITTID, NEW CONCOMII
Sunday School 16- 411 am_
Wont* Services 11:110 a.m., 6,0 pm.
CALVARY TUNG
Sunday School Will • JR.











MED. 3111 NM All AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 • m
Evening Worship 7 MI p.m
INWARDS CRAPE
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worehip Service 11 00 a m
Everdng Stores* 7 00 p m
EMT VIIITED
Sunday Worship IS 00a m &710pm
Tines & Thera 7 00p m









401 Olive - 753-5312
Methodist
Keel Purchase Tire
Seer Otennlets Tire Service Center
We Service Ilses All - large or Snell'
Max keel






























105 L 4th M. Murray
Compliments 
TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Rd. 753-5742
NAVEL UNITED METNODIST




Sunday School 1050 am.
PALESTINE 11110111
















Worship Service 11:00 am IN A frad
Sunday 10 01 •.m. 3rd & 4th, Sunday
School 10 Xi .m. Ist & bid Samday, 11:0
am. 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE NIU. MOTU













'Ian* You Shp 1107"
Wee kiss - lerdwwe
Case & Beek Knives
714 MAW St. 7134543
15% pMEDICARE
DISCOUNT oi Mown", 9•gc.
"The Prescription Specialists"






The ten Ch0 r
F or Fint Printing-
7515397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
aositin MIETIMIENST Wheat & Soybeans




Worship Service $. 45 a.m.
Church School 10:45 a.m.
ODLE'S CAMPOSOWNE
Worship Servkv 10:0am. ikeaskakik
DEXTEI-ILUIDIN METED if IllerraySunday School 10 10 am
Worship 11 00a.m Sunday Buffets- 11 te 2
MT. NEDRON 
Hwy. 641 SouthWorship Service 10. 00 a.m. lst Sunday 753-590611 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11 00 a.m. 1st Suriday - 10 00 a.m. 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
Worship ServtleTAVIalfiln 2nd Sunday.
11 00 a.m. 4th Sunday. Sunday School
10 .00 a.m. 1st, 3rd. & 4th Sunday 11:0
a in 2nd Sunda!,
WA MIN CMAPE1
*501 001001
Morning Services 10.45 a in
INTNEI. UNITED
Surd', School
1st & 3rd Sunday Night 6 00 o m 
10 30 a in Pagliai's Pizzan
Morning Worship 9 loam  
010081 GIAPIll UNtlItti
Sunday School 10 00 a .m
Morning Worship 11 00a.m
2nd & 4th Sunday Night' 7 00 p m 
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Porties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
SORTS PilASANT GROVE
Smday School Ida...Morning Worship 110 am.Evening 7 IS Las.
STORIT'S CRAPES UNITS
Smiley School 11:10 am.






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen I. Sears, Gen. Monger











Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
litiWing Blocks & Ready lbw Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
Love is Love's Reward
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8. Delivery
Open 8:311.... • CM.. 11110p
Smiley Oppo HS IS.... • Clem HMO pas.












"Serving Murray for 25 Years"




Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky 753-4150
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EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH, located one mile east of Murray on Highway 94, willmeet Sunday. March 4, in the new building photographed recently while snowcovered the area. The church was organized in September of 1977 witlt-BNchartermembers, and the membership has more than doubled with an average of 70 in Sun-day School The pastor, the Rev. John Terry, and the members extend an invitation tothe public to attend the worship services on Sunday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. with SundaySchool at 10 a.m. for the first services in the new sanctuary recently completed. Thechurch had been worshipping in the Woodmen of the World building. The services onWednesday will be at 7 p.m.
Restricting Registered Mail
Could Save Much, Easterly Says
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Restricting the use of
registered mail by state
agencies could save thousands
of dollars each year, state Sen.
Tom Easterly, D-Frankfort,
has said.
Easterly told a legislative
subcommittee Thursday that
Five Children Die In
Rural Allen County
House Fire Today
ASCOTT$VII.6LE-, Ky. kAP) —
Five children died when they
were unable to escape a fire
which destroyed their home
early today in rural Allen
County, fire officials said.
The children, ranging in age
from 2 to 10 years, were in the
upstairs of the farm house
when the fire broke out shortly
before 3 a.m. EST, said
Scottsville Fire Chief Arthur
Hobdy. Efforts by their
parents to reach them were
unsuccessful, he said.
Firefighters remained on
the scene four hours later
trying to recover the bodies
from the rubble of the seven-
room house.
"We still have some firemen
at the s9ene there. It will be a
while before we can find
anything of them," said Kay
Williams, a member of the
volunteer fire department,
adding that one child's body
was removed earlier from the
home.
"The house was caving in
when we got there... .The roof
was falling in," Williams said.
The fire was reported by
residents of a nearby home on
U.S. 231, he said.
Leon Spencer and his wife,
the parents, were admitted to
the Allen County Hospital for
treatment, Hobdy said.
A hospital spokeswoman
said Spencer was treated for
superficial lacerations and
shock, and Mrs. Spencer was
treated for burns on her hands
and shock. Both were in fair
condition, she said.
The identities of the children
were not immediately
available, and Hobdy said
firefighters had not deter-
mined the cause of the blaze.
each piece of registered mail
costs $3, compared with 80
cents per piece for certified
mail.
Proposed legislation would
require agencies to send
material by certified mail
unless the law specifies
registered mail.
Randall Mason, director of
the division of postal services
in the state Finance Depar-
tment, said the state sends out
about 100,000 pieces of
registered and certified mail
annually, and that the bill
might save $75,000-00,000 a
year.
.Rep. Lloyd Clapp. D-Wingo,
a member of the interim Joint
State Government Com-
mittee's subcommitee on cost
and efficiency, endorsed the
concept.
Clapp said it doesn't seem
like a lot in comparison with
the millions of dollars in the
state budget, but that each
such cost-saving proposal will
have a cumulative effect.
Rep. Albert Robinson, R-
Ldndon, asked Easterly to
draft an accompanying
resolution asking state
agencies to simply use a 15
cent stamp where possible.
The subcommittee mem-
bers recommended that
Easterly take the bill before
the full committee.
The panel posponed action
on its first major topic —
transportation maintenance
— until the May primary
election is over, after meeting
briefly without a quorum.
Clapp said he was con-
cerned about the issue. "I'm
about to conclude that we have
an (state highway) engineer
for every laborer in Ken-
tucky." However, he said the
subcommittee wouldn't hear
anything but "a lot of political
rhetoric" if it went ahead with
the issue prior to the election.
The subcommittee referred
three other measures to the
full committee which had been
introduced during the special
session but failed to pass
—A resolution directing the
Legislative Research Com-
mission to establish a com-
mission to study limiting
government expenditures.
—A resolution authorizing
and directing the full com-
mittee to monitor the use of
money appropriated for state
employee salary im-
provements.
—A resolution urging a
moratorium on state hiring
except for essential personnel
through Jan. 1, 1980.
Louie Nunn Makes
Clear That He Will
Run For Governor
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) —
Former Gov. Louie Nunn has
made clear what has been
obvious for several weeks. He
is running again for governor
and will formally announce
his candidacy March 12.
In remarks Thursday night
to a Lincoln Day dinner at
Barren River State Park,
Nunn said, "The time has
come when I must reply to the
insistence that I become a
candidate for governor.
"My family and I have now
reached a final decision,
which I shall announce at 7
p.m., Monday, March 12, in
Louisville."
Earlier Thursday, Nunn
said in an interview after
speaking to the University of
Louisville Law Forum, "I
wouldn't let my friends go
through all this trouble and
expense just to say no."
Nunn served as governor
from 1967-71 and is now a
Lexington attorney.
"I would like each of you to
be with us as we take that first
step and continue to be with us
every step of the way," Nunn
told the Barren County affair.
The Lincoln Day dinner was
sponsored by the Barrer.
County Republican Women's
Club. Nunn is a former Baeren
County Judge.
The statement was released
by the Kentuckians for
Governor Nunn Committee, a
group formed to ascertain




candidate so far is Bowling
Green attorney Ray White. a
former state senator.
No Inspections Hasn't Increased Wreck's
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
By normal calculations,
automobile accidents should
Increase when a vehicle in-
rt program ends. Buts not happened in
iCestegky.
Instead, the frequency of
mishaps has been declining
since repeal of the law




said Thursday that in the
quarter ending last Sept. 30,
statistics on personal injuries
covered by insurance show a 4
percent decline from the
previous quarter while the
number of collisions dropped
10 percent during the same
comparative three month
periods.
This contrasts sharply with
tfie view of Florida Insurance
Commissioner Bill Gunter,
who claimed recently that
vehicle-caused accidents have
increased in Kentucky since
yearly inspection was
eliminated by the 1978
Supper Club Owners Win
Approval For Fire Settlement
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The owners of the Beverly
Hills Supper Club won federal
approval of their offer to settle
with the survivors of 165 fire
victims and 50 -injured for
$3.015 million.
However, the agreement
must still be approved by
Campbell Circuit by Judge
John Diskin. In addition,
litigation continues against
the Union Light, Heat & Power
Co., insurance industry,
present and former state
officials and manufacturers.
U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin also Thursday
dismissed the owners from
further liability by the in-
jured. But the order did not
dismiss cross claims by other
defendants against Richard J.
Schilling, his four sons and 4-
R. Corp.
Attorneys for the stuivors of
the 165 dead and 50 injuried in
the May, 28, 1977, fire, had
called the settlement
"previews of coming at-
tractions" indicating
litigation was far from over.
The settlement calls for
payment of $1.815 million in
cash, including liability in-
surance, plus 48 acres of land
where the club stood, valued
at $1.2 million. Rubin ap-
pointed a trustee earlier to
hold the cash, securities and






"This court must deal with
the reality that a judgment
uncollectable because it ex-
ceeds available assets,
achieved after years of
litigation and the expenditures
of substantial costs, serves no





FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll is
scheduled to discuss Ken-
tucky's achievements in
foreign trade and investment
at the fourth annual All-
Kentucky International Trade
Conference March 23 at the
Drawbridge Inn in Fort
Mitchell.
J. Mischel George, acting
deputy director of the Bureau
of East-West Trade in the U.S.
Commerce Department, will
give pointers on new trade
relations with China.
The day-long conference is
expected to attract
representatives of Kentucky's
54 exporting companies and
firms interested in exporting,
along with bankers, freight
forviarders and others
engaged in trade services
Tow your boat with an International Scout
From Tracks, Trailers, Buses, Inc.
See our special Scout on display at the big colorful Boat Show at WestKentucky's Livestock & Exposition Center March 2-3-4.





The court finds itself faced
with the classical choice
between the best possible
result and the best result
possible."
In a separate matter, the
Kentucky Board of Claims
said it will hold a pre-hearing
conference March 14 at the
Fayette County Courthouse in
Lexington.
They will consider 252
claims by Beverly Hills
employees and others against
the state under its limited
liability law.
Cattie Lou Miller, claims
board executive director, said
the board will consider the
issues, consolidation of claims
and attempt settlement. The





McGuffey said the statistics
are compiled quarterly by the
insurance industry as part of a
"fast track monitoring
system" to keep pace with
trends.
He said the data does not
indicate what factors aught be
involved in the declining
accident rate in Kentucky.
State Police do not have a
standard system for in-
dicating whether mechanical
defects were a contributing
cause of an accident, although
special teams sometimes
make surveys.
Jim Carigan, an Insurance
Department official,
cautioned that the decline
does not necessarily prove
that vehicle inspection was
useless or deficient.
The drop may have been
even greater had inspection
continued," he said. "You
never can tell."
Auto inspection began
during the 1960s under the
impetus of federal
requirements which finan-
cially penalized states that did
not institute it. Later, the
threat of loss of federal.aid
was shelved.
When the 1978 Legislature
came under pressure from
gasoline dealers to raise the
inspection fee from $2 to $5.50,
it voted instead to abandon the
program, effective last June.
Gov. Julian Carroll, who
had taken a dim view of auto
inspection, willingly let the
program die and focused
instead on the current project
of requiring windshield
stickers as proof of liability
insurance.
That has been in effect since
last September. Under the
law, violators can be fined up
to $500 and courts can order
their license tags pulled for 30
days, with the Insurance
Department mailing back the
tags when proof of insurance
is submitted.
"Apparently many judges
are not enforcing the law,"
McGuffey said. "We're
holding only 100 license tags
now from all over the state."
Vehicle inspection is not












We've got it all for you.
No matter what you're looking
for youll find it in The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Where else could you get the
valuable information we offer on a
wide
variety of subjects, coupons and ads
which save you money and the
most extensive news coverage
in the area for less
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7:31 - fatiofit 4
11:1111- Gobi






1: 3111- feesestic 4
1:110- Walk
0 SO -Daffy Dock







i 1 1 :IN - Battle of
I. Pets
12:30- Agri USA
I :MI- Am. Angler
10:1111- hid & Barmy




































12; Ill - Wayne Dobbs
1 41 - ihiskethall
3:00- MA
4:31 Porter Warmer






3011- ilory IN Classic
PM -Nem
5:*- News
610-Ns. New6:50- Begs Barg






S:110- Pop Gas The Ca.





5 :00 - Illentom
S:$10 - Mews
7:1111- Movie






6,1110 -Scam at 6
4:311- %WI ilissivdle
10:30-

































TV GUIDE FOR SUNDAY
or
WNGE 2

















7:31- Day of Disc.
6:30-
7:00 - 64111410 litfitt ;*.e,el fiegitti
6:2S -Christopher
7:00- Nome of Wen.





0:30_ps,0„. Div. 6:55- filks is life









9,1 5_ Disi,„ g,„ .
9:31 - Christopbors 7:35 - News
111:80 Illernimo
9:30 Rea Nombani 10:00-Die Tsang Dist.
9:30- Toe Rivers 10:00- Omega livers
-Ma.
-
10:30 - Woodesoat Bap.




11 :00-lush li Ans.
1:30- Day of
9:00 - Gospel Mar
5:30-Dim. ia MN





10:30- Nereid of Tnyth
11:00 - Accent







I .30 - liashvillo on Rd.
2:00-Marty loblias
2:30 Lawreace WI&
11.30 - Kids Are
1:00 - Marston
2:15 - Itexiso


























4-00- Award Nevis Omani Fink
4:00 - Sports warW 400-60 Nat e'
4:00- Disney
7:110- Big feat 7411-All W Family6:00 - 5:00 - Sada Scone 7:110- Al la fiwolly *Pit Mille6:00 - Osusead Moly
7,00 - Movie
10,00 - Iliewswetat






5: JO - News
600 -Disney
7:00-lig brae
9:00 -Walumod,.,. ., 
10:011-11MON 10


























1 AM - e
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY_
WNGE 2















7:01- 6111141 Morn. Am.
9:00_s20,000 pytyana
5:30- C witrass s
1000- Nappy Days
1030- fon* feed
11:00- lige ef Night
11:30 - Itymes Naps




1 hog _ s2gAgg pm. .
11:30- Ryas Nom
12:00- AI My Claims
1:00- Owe life to liv•
2:00- Ga. Hospital
3:00- idgs of light
3:30 - MGM Theatre M
n.





7:25 - Scone Tetley
7:30- 71:1111  SINN ,
11:25 - Scene Teeny
0:30 - Today Show
41:00-Philikailiom ---
10:00- Mishears








11:N - Moneings oa 5
1:30-leber's WI*
0,00_ Au i  ,iii km.
030- Price is Right
is; 3 0 _ Levi of
Mfa/MM-day Mws
11 AM - Young A Rest.
11:30- Search for Tom.







10:23 - Pester Spooks






1230- Days of oar
lives
1:30 - Disctors
:00- Breakfast ov.6 Sk
7:00-News
1: Kangaroo00- Copt.
9:00 - All i the Fem.n





















2:38- M • A "S• N
3:00 - Meth Game
3:30- Tel1 the Truth
3:30- Brady Bach
4:00- ilawirvo
2:00 - Another WorW





















6:30- Make Me Laugh •
5:30-News
6:00-Scam at 6
5:30 - News 5:30-News




























1:110 •- M• A'V N
LYS- WIMP is Chi.
000 - Ise Groot
WPS0-6










1:00- 1' A • S' N



















ni GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE 2
7:00- Nappy Days
7:30- Laverne & Shirley
0:00 -3's Compony
0:30-Test











7:311- lama & Shirley
0:00- Three ' s (11111,18/1rf
1:30 - Teri






















6:30 - Dana Fargo
7:1111-Cif4 Nagar'





61.31- Mane That Tune






TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE 2












II:00 - Charlie's Angels
1:49--zintro











1 2:00 - Ile w swatch
--- Sign off
7:00 - 1 Is Gem*









11: 30 - Mffersoas
9:41111- Lin
10:11111- News














TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE 2
7 :41* - Meek it Mindy
7:31- loba Denver















100 - People p Chili('
Awards
WPSD-6
6:30 - Marty Reishim


















10:31 - Niary T. Mars











10:30- Minsky & Ninth































1:N- Mo. & Sliders
1:311-Tornebat
9:11111-Swaystakes
























o.odi _ N.... Ammomm0.12:1111







6 p.m. Adventures In Good
Music. 'The Bohemian
Spirit": the birthday of
Bedrich Smetana is ob-
served.
Saturday, March 3
7 a.m. Music from the Front
Porch. Cisco Houston, a
folksmger and friend of
Woody Guthrie, is featured
at 8 a.m.
10 a.m., Folk Festival U.S.A.
Pete Seeger and black
vocal quartet Sweet Honey
in the Rock sing a concert
PROGRAM SCHECULE CRANNEL 11
March 5-9
of American protest am
1 p.m. Metropolitan Opera.
Verdi's Bigoted°
7 p.m. Chicago Symphony.
Berlioz: The Trojans at
Carthage (part 2 of the
opera The Trojans). This










11:30 KiDDAY MIDDAY MIDDAY MIDDAY



















ii00 FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS FOCUS
Z.: r...g yInilS Li .IEWS 11 MC 11 MEWS 11 MEWS 11
Washington De-
Health & Medicine bates: The Sac-
Panorama 39 Pocus on
Energy
Sportscope





i;°°00 Si_gn-off Si -Off
Focus Highlights
MONDAY, MARCH 5
1. Murray Mayor Melvin
Henley will discuss current
community issues.
2. Marshall Jones, retired
U.S. Ambassador to Malawi.








1. Dr. Fred Cornelius,
English department book
review (weekly segment).
2. Dr. James Hammack,
History in Perspective
(weekly segment).
3. Weekly Shopping Basket.
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
1. Dr. Howard Newell,







The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools for the week of
March 6 to 11 have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City, and Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County. The menus are
subject to occasional change
due to availability of food.
Menus are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
MURRAY HIGH-Monday-
fish sandwich, grilled cheese;
Tuesday-chuck wagon, pizza;
Wednesday--turkey and




hot dogs, salad bar, and a
variety of fruits and
vegetables are featured daily.
MURRAY MIDDLE--





or pizza, roll and jelly;
Thursday--hamburgers or
sloppy joe. dessert; Friday-'
pizza or chili, dessert. A
choice of fruits and vegetables







beefaroni, green beans, ap-
plesauce, french bread,
cookie; Thursday--








fries, green peas, carrot coins,
rolls; Tuesday-hamburgers,
vegetable beef soup and






whole kernel corn, creamed
potatoes, rolls; Thursday-
hamburgers, hot tamales, fish
sandwiches, french fries,
Mexican beans, onion rings,
corn bread; Friday-
cheeseburgers, corn dogs,
beef stew, turnip greens,
macaroni and tomatoes, corn
bread. Tea, lemonade, milk,




hamburger and fries, pizza,
carrot-celery stick, apple,
donuts; Tuesday-hot dog and
fries, beef-a-roni, green
beans, pineapple slice, french
bread, pudding; Wednesday-
hamburger and fries, batter
fish, cole slaw, french fries,
white beans, hush puppies;
Thursday-hot dog and fries,
submarines, shredded lettuce,
corn chips. gelatin cup with
fruit, cookie; Friday--
hamburger and fries, chicken
noodle soup, peanut butter
sandwich, carrot-raisin salad,
cake.





"Union kilt Oar liminess"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices la Town.
Nog. $7.811 Tapes aad Albums Only We
New Judy Collins
-Hord Times For Lovers
Now B TO
-Rtk 'N Roll Nights
W. Nave Blank I-Track and Cassette Tapes
On 1/2 Pries Sale
New Little River Bond
-Its a Long Ways There"
(Greatest Hits)
The t It Sole itognio I Topti Turns in thistle°w
or o oun







Weekly movie reviews on




G - General audiences.
All ages admitted.
PG - Parental guidance
suggested. Some material
may not be suitable for
children.
R - ResIricted. Under 17
requires accompanying
parent or adult guardian.
X - No one under 17 ad-
mitted. Some states may
have higher age limits.
Siusday, March 4
3 p.m. Toscanial. Highlight':
of Verdi's Ls Traviata.
6 p.m. Mask oi the Black
Chore& Women in Black
chords music.




Symphony no. 4; Eugen
Jochum, conductor.
9 p.m. Jazz Alive. Sarah




9:30 a.m. Math: A Progress
Report (part 2). "Math
Anxiety."
5:30 p.m. The Spider's Web.
An 83 year old Maine
native tells stories of
Maine customs and
traditions (part 1 of 2).
Note new time.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Music. A sampling of some









8 p.m. Big Bands. The music
of 1943 is featured on
tonight's program.
Wednesday, March 7
9 a.m. Options. Former Black
Panther Bobby Seale talks
about the sixties, and what
he's been doing since then.
6 p.m. Adventures in Good
Musk. A visit to Raven.
country home near Paris,
and a sampling of his
music.
Thursday, March 8





And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new -neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will, too.
clik-ko&la Ma141gleiamilto 49n 753-2485570
....... • . • • -
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witaid Rs to boy on
land contract or rent
with option to bey small
boas*, or will consider
acreage with boom,
preferably close to
town. Reply to P.O. lox

























































































37 Rue 46 Kind of
38 Greek letter cheese
39 Recollec ion 47 Spanish pot
42 Containe s 48 Ogle
43 Region 51 Mamie's
44 Girl's name mate
BMW
II..






























Distr. by United Feature Syndicate Inc.
2. NOTICE
FREE STORE. 759-4400.





morning 9 00 .11:30.
Carolyn's Fabrics, Mineral
Wells Ave., Paris, TN.
1971 Politic Bonneville, 4 door all the extras,
color red & white.
1971 Chevrolet Blazer, 4x4, copper and white
1971 Oidsmebile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, loaded,
triple red.
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency, 4 door, all the ex-
tras, blue.
1977 Oldsmobile , 4 door, new car trade in.
1977 Ford LTD, 2 door, extra sharp, new car trade
in.
1976 Cedillec, 4 door, loaded, one owner, new car
trade in.
1976 Pontiac Trans Mn, all the extras, new car
trade in.
1975 Oldiellebfle 98 LS, 4 door, 50,000 actual miles,
one owner, blue.
1975 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme, double power
and air, new car trade in.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Coupe, double power and
air.
1974 Pootbm Lemans Coupe, double power and
air.
1974 Pontiac Bonneville Coupe, one owner, new
car trade in, green.
1973 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, low mileage, one
owner, new car trade in.
1971 Buick Skylark Coupe, double power and air.
1977 Ski Boot red metalic, V-bottom, white vinyl
swivel seats, 75 HP Evinrude, like new, early
bird special 13,495.











FORGETI LIKE T NICE
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d types. WI 753-0517,
or see et 317 Irene.
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and



















Hey. liE Paris, TN
3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WANT to thank all those
who 'were so kind to us
following the death of Carl
Todd, To the Doctors, nurses,
and all those who sent
flowers. Kenny and Cieo
Todd and Family. 
S. LOST & FOUND
LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 12 at
the Memorial Baptist
church. 753-8025.
LOST: BLACK and white
bob-tailed female kitten, 8
months old, wearing white
flea collar, answers to the
name Lucy. 759-4834. Child's
Pet!
LOST! Brown and
white britony bird dog




LOST: TWO black an(tan
male Coon Hounds. Lost
from home of Daryl Hill, 3
miles east of Almo. Call 753-
5464.
LOST: APPROXIMATELY 7
month old mixed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face, Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area Answers to
the name of Pepper. If seen
please call 753-7618 after 530
pm.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old city park.





demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri Mac is
the leader in the industry
Experienced dealers may
qualify for Free Kit and
more!! Call collect now for
details. Ann Baxter, (319)
556-8881 or write Merri Mac






- Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
Dallas, TX 75231.
HELP WANTED for new
drive in restaurant, all ap
piicants will be considered
regardless of age, sex, or
handicap. Apply at Bob's










and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at








machine operators Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray. 
FULL OR part time, help
needed for nights and
weekends. Apply in person to
P N Hirsch and Co





City, 1.4mial Oak, Mayfield,
Murray adiricidee.
Whisonia apirements
Bachman diva in Ester
itirsrmag,Tisehn•logi . Emir
Idoeha or . lea, Mace;
or Saelsolors In
Gainey. lademnial
or Dolga rechnonay; or
Associate degree in Engr
Tech , industrial Drafting,
Design Tech, or Industrial
Tech plus two years of engr
or engr. tech. experience; or
high school graduate or the
equivalent) with five years of




Rucknan and Chamman -
High School or equivalent
Salary range dependent on
years of qualifying experience
above education requirement.
From 475.00 to 710.00 mon-
thly
Excellent fringe benefits
Contact the Bureau of High-
ways District Office, Ken-
tucky Darn Road, at Reidland




wanted, Lynn Grove Cafe,
apply in person. 
HELP WANTED at Burger




LADY TO work in local
plant. Experienced with
machinery. Send resume to
P 0. Box 221, Murray,
Kentucky.
MAINTENANCE MAN, full
or part time, days Apply at
Regale Inn. 
NOW TAKING applications
for waitresses, day shift,
apply in person only. Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
NEED EXPERIENCED
body man. Call 753-7169 or
753-7603 Good pay. 
PADUCAH SUN looking tor
carrier for motor route in
Murray area. If interested
call The Paducah Sun, 443




Apply in person at 201 N 5th,
Dr 12.1.4. Stout
TRUCK DRIVER Full time
driver for two ton delivery
truck Most helpful if knows






DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to






3112 N. 121h St.
or Call 7534213
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Montgomery Ward has an opening for
a Store Manager and a TBA
Management Trainee. This is a career
opportunity with company benefits.
Must be willing to relocate after
training. Apply to Mr. Raymond at the
Montgomery Ward Store, Mayfield
Shopping Center, Mayfield, Kentucky.  1
le Amos, gad WA pod nation, base
ea at kiddie, on blacktop red. Pined to
sod, $11,1111111.40.
Compiotoly ren14414641 hems ad erns let
lierdn. Rest he soon te be appreciated. Let
OS shim pe the potation of thIs property.
Icesseisy bow, ped location, 1 odle oast
at Monk a fay. 10. Priced te sell $9,5430.
Wed bat, ma Moose a. ens ars lot, 2
"mks eat 40 Duster.. ilwy. 1316. ,
Weedorfel the, boy now ad sots com-
plete hoer
Three bedroom brick located on corner lot iv
west duel. if. 'Metric host, ape rams,
recreation ma. Lew vilify Ws.
0.. .4 the hest hays, hag offered en
teary's nenrat. Three bedroom, 2 both II
Imre lot is Crimpy, dif now, $39,30.00.
Income Property. Nos 2 dm* beat/ shop
med $150 per month rout Ilk. resnisder
oar rented. Loaded en divas Carts for
eon $10,450.
Flee saes, almost now dean wide ar-
mload. Other ea balidings, now wed dad
septic systems. Al for 125,0110.
Why eke Tide is it, 2 bedroom he.. on
Ihry. 1/2 acres, pod garriew, sly $10,500.
Idol how for yang comple. Two bedroom,
1/2 we lot sa pardon. beet pap, aw
wel ad septic system, ell fee $21 AO.
hallow retirement home a ever 2 ecru
weeded let, mad bra owl ok, nay to
move in. Mad te sod $23,800
100 Acre form, oar* west of Ifirksoy, ewer bud in asItivirfion with one 3,000 sq. ft. brick
ante.
10 Acre lbw. madame* 1/2 arithrotod. Goa hartion, sew* edge of Marsha Co
540,0011. 
SS Acre form, red rood traitor,, good boilding site, tiliwIde Resin faced, 2 wells







302 N. 12th Street or Call 753-3263
 4111111M1111.
P %GE 14 THE MURRAY. Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, March 2, ins
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
_14. WANT TO BUY 
'TRAILER AND lot close to
-east Elementary Call 4436
P.5830
a. 





vs, AN 1 10 buy .Coins,
5.4 . 50 for each dollar
i:of silver coins dated 1964 and
:.bock. Call (901)642 6742.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
FOR SALE tobacco sticks,
used lumber, odds and ends





washer made hy Roper
in good condition,
$150. Call 753-5322 af-
ter 4:00 p.m.
12 INCH COLOR t.v.,
• Raliegh 3 speed bicycle. Call
753 7349.
MOVING IN 2 weeks, must
sell following . Early
American couch, wing chair,
rocker, end tables, utility





:range and clothes dryer. 489




Hodge I Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
'COUCH AND 2 chairs, 3 end
tables, one coffee Table, and 3
lamps. 753.3645. 
40 INCH FRIGIDARE range,
$70 Call 753 5554 
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent con-
dition. Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE' Used Singer
sewing machine, zigzag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha Hopper, 354-
6521
11. FARM EQUIP.
1971 FORD 5000 farm
tractor Good condition. Call
436-2739 after 5 pm.
7 FOOT TUFLINE pickup
disc, excellent! Contact
Howard Brandon, 753 4389 or
753-5960
FOR SALE 2 tobacco
scaflolcf wagons Call 753-
5702.
7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row
planter and 400 gallon 12 row
boom spray, trailer type.
Call 753 1358 after 5 pm
It. FARM EQUIP.
990 CASE DAVID Brown
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
10 toot disc, also 8 row AC
planter 753 3107 days, 753
5124 nights
JOHN DEERE A, needs
some work, 5200 753 0760
135 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor and equipment. 753-
3608 after 5 pm. 
235 MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor, 1976 with SOO hours,
three 12 inch plows, e foot
disc. Call 3.45 2189.
SMALL FARMALL Cub
tractor and all equipment for
sale. Good condition Call
753 8767 on Saturdays
22. MUSICAL
SANTA GOT caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlitzer organs with us.
Must sbil at our cost, no down
payment, small monthly
payments. Clayton's J & B.
MuSic. 753-7575
WURLITZER PIANO, 7
months old, excellent con-
dition, just like new, must






FIREWOOD FOR sale Call
753-8170.
FOR SALE. Kentucky long
rifle kit, complete and with
wood working tools. Priced
to sell. Call 753-4862 after 5
Pm
FIREWOOD FOR sale,
hickory and oak, S17.50 and
up. Cutting near New Con-
cord. 437-4228
FOR SALE electric V2 inch
drive impact wrench with
adjustable torque. Call 75.3-.
5702,




SIX WHEEL ATV land or
sea 489-2570.
26. TV-RADIO
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150.
Phone 767 3864
P IONE R AM FMcassette
car radio with graphic
equalizer and two tri axle
Speakers. Call 753-3134.
TAKE UP payment of only
$15 a month on this 19 inch
color t.v. under warranty. J
& B Music, 753-7575.














We'll De waiting from 2-5 p.m. to show you this
sharp 3 bedroom home near shopping. Make this












27. MOB. HOME SALES
1974 ACADEMY MOBILE
home, 12' X 60', excellent
condition Phone 753 6170
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home, 12' X 65', 2 bedroom, 2
baths, central heat and air,
1,4800 753-4891.
1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
bedroom, 1 1 2 bath, central
heat and air, partially fur-
nished, all appliances in-
cluding dishwasher, 10' X 14'
storage shed, underpinned,
located at Riveria Trailer




patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753 1873 after 6 pm.
1969, 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM, furnished, all
electric. Call 489 2590 after
5.30 pm. 
1973 14' X 60' MOBILE
HOME, all electric, 2
bedroom, fully carpeted, in
good condition, call after 5
pm, 1.247 7928. 
21 MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR SALE: 8' X 36', two
bedroom trailer. Carpet,
furnished, except for back
bedroom, $17 per month.
Private lot, moving cheap.
753-5946
SPACES AND homes for
families only. apply at Fox
Meadows office, South 16th
Street, 10 am to 6 pm. 
TRAILER SPACES
available, Hazel K trailer
park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
water, sewer, and garbarge
pickup; office phone 492-8258. 
12' X 65', TWO BEDROOM,
water furnished. Call 753-
0957
29. HEATING & COOLING
EARLY MORNING gas




electric heat and air_
Bookkeeping and answering
service on premises if
desired. Call 753 0605.
SHOPPING CENTER next
toi Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT Furnished










disposal, washer and dryer
hook up, central heat and air.
Call 753 7550.
NICE, ONE bedroom fur
nished apartment, suitable
for one person or married
couple, $75 deposit, $125 per
month. No pets. Call 753-4808.
TWO BEDROOM apartment
for rent. $100 per month,
water furnished, Lynn
Grove. 753-7874.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets, $250 per month plus
deposit. 753-8333 after 5 pm







200 BALES GOOD hay, $1.75
per bale Contact Howard
Brandon, 753-4389 or 753-5960.
FOR SALE Registered 6
year old, dapple grey,
Tennessee Walking mare,
spirited and stylish. 435-4525.
HAY, 4,000 BALES, Grass
Legume, $1. LouiSville area
(812) 944-8780 or 964-9401.
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 2.17 2889
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck Call 247 2889
TWELVE HERD white face
cattle, 6 cows, 4 heters, 1
year old, 1 small calf, and 1
male 8 months old Call 434,-
5844.
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
11111111111111. tilcia; IV I
Al
Rustic Backyard large Patio
This lovely home is
located at 1415
Dudley Drive. For a
preview just call us.
Master Bedroon



























Phone Ron Talent .9 753-7411 Anytime
3-2 ilaunit•u Fe.tt,r SynO.Cate
lom
43. REAL ESTATE
Lots el Isissei Matt we eiht
hem with Is sir... ad le
the cetettry? Let re Ahem yew
this 3 Sr 4 Mt Mese 11.4
woe let en 944 wed
eeiwith et Ky. Las 11151i the
Lit. Nice enseils4 MIT with
herr wellness months fee
simil she,. Priced st $25,11111.
John $ean, Realtor
Purdom & Thurman
fr.- Insurance & Real Estate
"WERE YOU SPEAKING OF THE
ALMIGHTY DOLLAR, GRANDAD, OR
THE ONES YOU SLIP ME ? I'
18. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC COCKERS, 8 weeks old
Call 753-8165 after 6 pm. 
AKC LABADOR Retriever
puppies, black and yellow,





males, red females, black
and tan females. $75 each. No
checks please. 527-9700 after
A pm.
AKC REGISTERED 3 year
old female Boxer,
housebroke, and good with
children. 435-4481.
COCK ER PUPS, 6 weeks old,
AKC registered, black and
buff colored, $75 each. 753-
0662.
FULL BLOODED black and
Silver German Shepherd
pups, $25 each 435-4481.
FULL BLOODED Irish
Setter puppies for sale. 759
-4605
REGISTERED FRENCH




vice now listing for
spring auctions. Call
435-4128, Lynn Grove.
Over 33 years of ex-
perience.
RESTAURANT EQUIP
MENT for sale in one lot. 10
am, March 8, 1979 at Burger
Queen site, N 12th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.




and clear skies are in
abundance on this
acreage. .beautiful wooded
building sites, winding creek,
good bottom land. Choose
from 13, 42, 55, 85, 100 or 185
acres. .wouldn't you rather
wake up to the scent of pines
and sound of rippling water
than horns and city
congestion. Call 753-1492 or
437.4446. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.




feet floor space, has office





1  753-8080 
Pr uteasional Services
With The Friendly Touch
A NEW HOME -
PRICED RIGHT. See
this outstanding offer!
It is vacant, ready to
welcome you! 3 BR.,
1/2 baths, new G.C. ap-
pliances on 1 acre lot.




Real Estate, 105 N
12th Si
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street Ideal for starter home
Or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. 1,26,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753 0101 Oatman Farley, 753
9775,
THE PERFECT








tor, range & draperies
included. On Quiet
Street - Good Neigh-
borhood. ONLY
$24,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.





With The Friendly Tou,li
A POSSIBLE DREAM
Longing for a coun-
try home nestled m a
private wooded site?
See this 3 BR. 2 bath
mobile home with cen-
tral heat & air on 2
acres on Hwy. 94 E.
not far from Lake.
Only ;12,900. DON'T
DELAY! Boyd Majors





Call today fur an ap-
pointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.







this to turn that mon-
thly rent into equity.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St , 753-0101,
753 7531
eARAS
So u,1, 12th at Svcamo••
TELEPHONE 75116.51
Highway 280 is the




acres of land. Franklin
fireplace, range and
carpet. Easy access to
schools. Owner would
consider government




UP, UP, and away . atop the
hill, you will find a wide view
from your white brick split
level, 3 or 4 bedroom home
All away from the city but
yet just minutes from town
and lake Dial 753-1492 or 753-




Yes, you'll fall in love




21/2 baths, 2 car
garage, redwood deck,
covered concrete
patio, and cedar fen-
ced rear yard for
privacy Don't buy un:
til you have seen this







Home and 21 acres to
help pay for it. Three
bedrooms, 11/2 baths,
living room with large
woodburning fireplac-
e, central heat and air,
and also 1000 ft. of
frontage on blacktop






WOW! IT looks like ahouse
but has double in-'
come., three bedrooms, den,
living room plus large bath
on one side and the other has
two bedrooms, living, room
and bath Great location!
Call 753-1492 or 437-4446













Very nice 3 bedroom





Hwy. 299 and Poor




ning stove, low elec-
tric bills, 3 bedrooms,
tile & marble bath,
utility room, paved
drive, new septic tank
and field tile, new








45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR SALE by owner, 56 acre
farm, 3 bedroom house, large
garage, $60,000. Call 436-2140.
FOR SALE. 80 acre farm
close to Johnathon Creek in
the northeast section of the
county. This farm has good
development potential.
Asking price $500 per acre.
For more information call
753-3347 or 753-0342.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY OWNER, impressive
bedroom, 3 bath, viewing
golf course with over 4100




deck arid patio. Call 1-586-
8033 or 1-586 7186.
FOR SALE by owner: 1635
Catalina, 3 bedroom brick
home with carport, 2 baths,
new carpet throughout, has
economical central gas
heating, large fenced in
backyard, double car drive.
Shown only by appointment.
Call 753-3347 or 753-0342.
HOUSE AND 4us wooded
acres, 6 miles east of
Murray S23,000. Call (502)
639 6421 collect, after 5:30
pm. as 
PRIVACY, YET only 15
minutes from Murray or
lake, is this 3 or 4 bedroom
brick and natural wood tri-
level home Includes 3 acres,
central heat and air, heat
pump, fireplace and balcony
overlooking rolling hills.
Priced in mid 560's. Call 436
2343.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, family room, 2 full
baths, near University. 753
5791 or 753-2649
47. MOTORCYCLES 
197-5 HONDA GL 1000. Call
753-8019.
1977 HONDA 750K model
motorcycle. Equipped with
vetter wind jammer three
Miring, saddle baps, and
luggage compartment
Phone 753.7814 or 767-4256
49, USED CARS
1975 BUICK ELEC TRA
Custom, 10W fnifeage, air,
power Call 753 4563, 8 am to
5 pm, after 5.436 56T3
IC USED CARS
1973 CHARGER, 78,500
miles, body, engine good,
$700. Call 767 6102 after 5 pm 
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air, AM FM stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
13595. 753-1499 after 5 prn. 
1968 PLYMOUTH
SATELLITE, air con-
ditioning, good engine, $550
or best offer 753 5426
1870 Olds Dias SS Oestess, 4
Isar, hseitio, power hots
semi leeks, tit wheel. AM/Fil
stem, he seiser, he es-
caws* andities. Cs. 753-
8917 et 7512414.
1972 CHEVELLE, 2 DOOR,
red with black vinyl Rip,
$1200 or best offer. 753-0581.
1974 CHEVY 1/2 TON pickup.
759-4605.
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME, 3
way power, 350 engine, 753-
5859.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick GS,
350, factory mags, and new
radial tires, good body and
good mechanically. 753 2763
days, 753-6554 nights.
FOR SALE or trade: 1977
Mazda GLC, 4 speed, air
conditioned, great shape, one
owner. (901) 642-6742.
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet
Caprice, good condition,
$750. Call 753-8333.
FOR SALE: 1972 Torino, 4
door, has good gas mileage,
air conditioning, power
steering, $1200. 492-8224 or
753-3241.
1972 FORD TORINO, red
with black vinyl top, black
interior. V8, power, air, good
condition, $675 or best offer.
Call 753-8560.
GAS SAVER, 1971 Toyota
Corona for sale. 753-6100
1974 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme stationwagon,
automatic, air, cruise, AM-
FM radio, radial tires. 436-
5610.
1971 TOYOTA CORONA,
good condition with air.
Phone 753-6100.
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed,
sport design, front wheel
drive, 33.000 miles, in ex-
cellent condition, $3150. Call
753-2316 after 5 pm 
50. USED TRUCKS
1978 AND 1974 FORD pickups
for sale, 753-8500.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP, step
side, short wheel base,
wheels, roll bar, fog lights,
AM FM stereo, sharp. $2250.
753-0824.
1974 CHEVROLET
FLEETSIDE pickup, 350 CC
engine, 1 2 ton. Browning CB.
Twin Hustler antenna, white
tarp with body snaps covers
bed. Call 753-3875.
1976 CJ 5 RENEGADE,
power steering, V8, 3 speed,
lock in hubs. Levi top and
interior, big tires and wheels,
27,000 miles. Call 489-2434
after 5 pm.
1970 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
V8, straight shift. Call 436-
2400 after 4 pm.
1973 CHEVROLET VAN,
new carpet inside
throughout, AM FM and tape
player, $2650. call 753-4645.
1974 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
automatic, power and air,
tool box, auxiliary gas tank,




steering, brakes and air. 753-
0766 after 4 pm.
1978 FORD RANGER
Explorer, 13,000 miles, 753
9457
1976 Fl 50, POWER
STEERING and brakes, 4
wheel drive, white spoke
wheels and wide tires, AM
FM tape, brush gaurd, fin
lights and cab lights, 30,000
miles, short wheel base. 474
2384.
1967 FORD LWB, V8,
standard, cover, good body,
needs motor work, $750. 436-
5610.
1969 FORD RANCHERO,




automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 753-
0605.
52. BOATS IL MOTORS
12 FOOT ALUMINUM boat,
motor and trailer. 5300. Also
dodge station wagon, $200.
Call 436-2294
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-








and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774,
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
LIME
Spread en stockpiled.




call Ernes`t White, 753 0605.
53 SERVICES OFFERED  53. SERVICES OFFERED
CARPET CLEANING, tree
estimates, sati§f led
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827 
CARPENTERS
AVAILABLE to do
remodeling, etc. Call for
estimates, 753-6122 or 492
8465 after 4 pm. 
CUSTOM GRADING and
driveway work. 753-6244_
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson We also do grading
and oackhoe work, also
stockpile lime. For free
estimates call 75,3-4545 or 753
6763.
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford





753-2310 for free estimates.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Insulation, R1.7, Box 258,
Murray, KY, 42071, (502) 435-
4527.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.




and tax service, Railroad
Ave., Murray. 753-4636 or 753-
3996
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,









and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and Mr
conditioning Call 753-7203. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
10b5 a Speciality, also pat
chino and seal coating 753
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landolf, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak $25 rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382 2791 days. 
ROOFING, EXCELLENT
references, call 753-1486




WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning,
remodeling and repair's
around the home 753-2211.
WILL PREPARE your 1978
income tax returns in my
home. 753-6828.
WILL BABYSIT Monday
through Friday, from 6 am to
5 pm Call after 5, 753-8659,
ask for Teresa.
WILL HAUL rock, lime and
sand for driveways. Call
Jewell Jones, 489 2557 or 489
2763.
WILL DO babysitting in my
home, afternoons. 753-1394.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442-7026.
55. FEED 8. SEED
SOYBEAN SEED for sale,
certified essix, registered
essix, and registered union.
See Bobby Mitchell or call
753-2318.
56. FREE COLUMN
CALICO CAT, 1 year old,
female, spayed, will make




furnished house, 5 miles
from Murray. $50 per month.
Single males only. Call after
5 pm, 759.1883,
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SNP
• 209 W a Inut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
PRICE HAIR CUT $ilio
Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 ti15:00
PRICE SHAVE S1.25
he hospital has. cells phase call 753-3405 ewe day is




Every home, business or industry has need for our
products. Can you imagine yourself distributing a
series of units that can save 10% to 30% and over in
the electric power bill? These are fast selling
products in a field that isn't saturated. The earning
potential is unlimited. Customers are eager to tell
their friends and acquaintances. Excellent business
check, out. CALL NOW (day or night) TOLL FREE
1/800/824-7888, Operator 495 for quick reply.
1 
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS






Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24










wmpurT IT BE NICE TO WALK TO EVENTTNING?
You can do it Irons this mint condition ranch in the heart of Hardin. 3
Mkt bedrooms, separate dining room, country sized eat in kitchen.
Floor to coiling atone flrepLoce In the living room Gleaming oak
floors Extra bonus room can be den, family room or is ideally
located for starting your own snail liminess Gas for heat and central
air hy electric FHA approved A VP r) good huy at s,r can
Ruth Nyao, REALTOR
tecated hi hewers

























































































You can recapture this and more when you see
this charming 3 bedroom brick. , .' Recently
redecorated throughout . . . Large kitchen-den
combination with fireplace, spacious bedrooms,
Pi baths...1 acre lot for garden area. Priced to













THE WORLD AT YOUR FEET
IN A HILLTOP HOME
Less than 1 mile frnm city. Spacious 4 bedroom B.V.
home, gas or electric heat, fireplace, carpeting. 2-
car garage/workshop. Situated on 3 acres ideal
















Be the proud overseer of your own picturesque
estate which includes pre-Civil War restored
brick home on six acres near Kentucky Lake. Con-
structed by slave labor in 1838, and known as the
Hamlin Home, this rare page of history is listed
with the National Register of Historic Places, and is
qualified for National grants. Priced realistically in
the 70's.
ION
Get Ready For Summer
Have your very own swimming pool in a con-
venient mid-town location. This home at 314 S.
9th St. is very well built with a lot of room. 2 large
bedrooms and bath upstairs with large living
room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms, and bath on 1st floor.
Plus, a full basement with sliding glass doors to
privately enclosed patio and 32 x 18 kidney
shaped swimming pool. Call today for an ap-
pointment.
To see, call or come by...
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
"HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINM"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716




COZY RETREAT . . . Completely furnished and
ready to move in. Built in range, refrigerator,
washer and dryer, and more. Everything you
need to start housekeeping. 3 Bedrooms with
central heat and air located on a large tree
shaded lot in Keniana Subdivision. New listing
only $17,800
,71
Scenic view in tranquil setting..(n a large tree
shaded lot overlooking beautiful Kentucky Lake.







GOOD LOCATION for family living. Spacious
eat-in kitchen with home business center, large
living room, three bedrooms, bath and
economical central gas heat. City school district
convenient to shopping areas, located on
Keenland Drive. Shown by appointment only.
Priced for quick sale at 839,900. For more in-





Population projections indicate the United States will have more babies, fewer youngsters of school age, more young adults, fewer middle-aged citizens, and
more oldsters in 1985 than in 1977. This new projected age mix wit strongly influence the nature of our nation's housing demand in the mid-1980s.
AGE-GROUP INFLUENCES
Age-group analysis is a useful tool for projecting future housing needs because new household formations and the demand for specific types of housing, as well
as second homes, vary systematically with the ages of individuals. As the number of births fluctuates from one year to another and changes occur in the age levels
of the nation's immigrants, wide differences develop in the number of persons making up various age groups This, in turn, means that business and the real estate
industry willlace a different market and a different labor force in the mid-1980s.
Each separate age group has a distinctly different influence on the housing market as it moves through various periods in its life span. Age groups determine how
many schools and convalescent hospitals will be needed or whether a particular consumer good is likely lobe in demand.
Individuals generally leave the homes of their parents in their late teens and early twenties to form new households and thus add to the nation's overall housing
demand. Typically, persons at these age levels tend to occupy an apartment or mobile home. In their latter twenties and also in their thirties, they are likely to
buy a moderately priced single-family home or townhouse. In middle age, they tend to upgrade the quality of their homes as their financial positions improve.
Finally, they tend to move into smaller houses, apartments, mobile or retirement homes
Differences in housing needs of persons in various age levels have remained fairly stable in the United States over long periods of time. This is probably due
mostly to fairly regular patterns of income, income expectations, assets, family status, and preferences at different stages of an individual's life cycle. Since out
population exerts an important influence on the housing demand as it advances through different age levels of its life span, it becomes important to consider
projected changes in our nation's age distribution for future years.
Major changes are projected to take place in the nation's age distribution pattern between 1177 and 1985. A brief description of some of these changes, as well
as reasons why they are expected to develop, follows.
YOUNG ADULTS
The major driving force behind an all-time-high net household formation rate in the 1970s has been the unprecedented increase of persons in the young adult
age group. Young adults and persons in their late teens who used to stay at home until marrage are now leaving the nest earlier to form separate single-perstin
households, with a strong preference for apartment and mobile-home living. Between 1970 and 1976, for example, while the total number of households grew by
15 percent, primary individual households increased by 41 percent, but primary family households by only 9 percent.
MIDEXE-AGERS
Since there were more youngsters born among the age group who are 45 to 59 years of age in 1977 than who will be in these same ages in 1985, a drop of
857,000 is being projected eight years hence in this age category. There will be fewer Americans in their late forties and early fifties, the age range in which in-
dividuals are normally upgrading the quality of their housing and supplying the bulk of top-management talent and the personal investment dollars that Wei the
nation's stock market. The decline in numbers in these age categories between 1977 and 1985, therefore, should be especially significant for the real estate in-
dustry in general.
OLDER POPULATION
Mainly as the result of improved health care, the number of older Americans lage 60 and over) is expected to increase by more than 5 million between 1977 and
1985. That our older population is growing at a more rapid rate than other age groups as a whole is evidenced by the fact that the median age of Americans has in-
creased from 28.1 years in 1979 to 29.4 in 1977 and is projected to be 315 in 1985. Thus, a big jump in demand for apartments, mobile homes, and smaller homes, as





•Above average earnings potential





.Gold Bond Home Warranty
.Largest real estate firm in West Ken-
tucky






Located at 1616 Ryan Avenue is this 3 bedroom
brick veneer and frame home. Lot is 85 x 160, has
living room, kitchen, family room, 2 baths. Must










Newly decorated 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick veneer
home. Has central heat and air. Large deck on
rear of house, large lot. In a good neighborhood
on Kirkwood Drive. Upper MO's.
. 4 .
2 bedroom home on Lake at Lakeway Shores.
Has electric heat, well insulated, fully carpeted,











According t,i The Wall Street Journal, a home
is one of the best investments you can make IX.,
agree' Let us show you some of the lovely
homes we have listed Call today
GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-587
The Murray Board Of Realtors
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Dead At Age Of 86;
Funeral Is Today
Reamous Jackson died
Wednesday at 12:20 p.m at
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Mr. Jackson, a retired
farmer, was 86 years of age
and a resident of Mayfield
Route 1.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Audie Jackson; one son,
Jimmy Jackson, Mayfield
Route 6; one sister, Mrs.
Jewell Sheridan, Coldwater;
one brother, Cletus Jackson,
Farmington Route 1; two
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
The twieral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. James
Tharp oficiating. Interment




The funeral for R. H. Bob
Robbins is being held today at
1 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Dr. David
C. Roos officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Tommy Lavender, Norman
Hale, ha E. Douglas, Howard
McNeely, Bennie George, and
Perry Hendon. Burial will
follow in the Maplewood
Cemtery, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Robbins, 79, died
Wednesday atviii :30 a.m. at
the Murray-CaToway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nelle Trousdale Robbins,
502 Olive Street, Murray;
sister, Mrs Pauline Sevar,
Midland, Texas; niece, Mrs.
Martha C. Owens, and





(KIEF) monthly meeting will
be held tonight (Friday) at
7:30 p.m. at the Metropolis
Christian Church. Warren
Robbins, preacher at the
Aurora, Ky., Christian
Church, will be the speaker.







Maybe I can save you


















Final rites for Merida M.
Carroll will be held Saturday
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit-
taker officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
4e1o oe3urial will follow in
the. y City Cemetery.
Frien may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Carroll, 74, died
Thursday at 12:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The deceail is survived by
his wife, Mrs. ylvia Bunch
Carroll, 406 Nc.th Sixth
Street, Murray; father,
Maurice Carroll, Sacramento,
Calif.; three sisters, two






will be held at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church at 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. on Sunday,
March 4, with the interim
pastor, the Rev. Charles Blair,
as the speaker.
Raymond Matheny, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
services. Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Walker will be in charge of
children's church.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be by the
Church Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Miss Judy
Hughes as organist. Their
selections will be "Nothing Is
Impossible" and "I'll Glory In
The Cross."
The youth will meet at 5:30
p.m. Sunday for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.' and Church Training at 6
P.A.
Bus driver for the month of




The Rev. Mason Darrell
Bevill is serving as the pastor
of the Kirksey Baptist Church.
He is a former pastor of the
Fredonia Baptist Church.
The Kirksey minister
earned his B. A. degree from
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield, in 1971. He
is married to the former
Elizabeth Floyd of Henderson
and they have three sons—
Darrell Keith 22, Kirt Lane 19,
and Jason Louis 4.
Martin's Chapel To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. Daniel Tucker,
pastor of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church,
located out South 16th Street,
Murray, will speak at the 9:30
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, March 4.
Ralph Robertson will direct
the choir as they sing "Where
The Soul Never Dies" at the
morning service. Ricky
Canningham will be the
pianist.
Sunday School will follow
the worship service at 10:30
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate George Atkins
outlined a seven-point plan
today which he said would
reduce state spending in the
next biennium by at least $100
million.
The state auditor, running
on an anti-administration
platform, proposed among
other things a 30-percent cut in
personal service contracts, a
20-percent cut in capital
construction and a 5-percent
cut in the number of state
employees.
"Most of the other can-
didates are proposing
politically popular tax cuts,"
Atkins said at a news con-
ference. "... But so far no
candidate has stated how he or
she would cut state spending
to finance these tax cuts."
He said he is offering a
responsible plan which would
start at the top in the
executive branch to set the
example for the rest of
government to follow."
The auditor said he would
immediately sell two state
airplanes and one state
helicopter "which have been
used improperly and which
are not needed."
He referred to one of the
crafts, a Fairchild F-27 16-seat
plane, as "the Bahama
Mama" in a sarcastic
reference to Gov. Julian
MSU Faculty Members
Present Laboratory
Two faculty members in the
Department of Instruction and
Learning at Murray State
University will present an
action laboratory on "Non-
verbal Communication and
Teaching" at the annual
conference of the Association
for Supervision and
Curriculum Development
( ASCD) in Detroit March 4-7.
Dr. Truman Whitfield,
assistant professor and
director of in-service projects
MSU Grad Scores
Highest Ever On CPA
Exam In Tennessee
David Beeney, a 1978
graduate of Murray State
University from Owensboro,
has made the highest grade




Beeney, who is associated
with the public accounting
firm of Price-Waterhouse in
Nashville, Tenn., was
awarded a gold medal in
recognition of the
achievement.
While at Murray State, he
was a Presidential Scholar
and maintained a perfect 4.00-
point academic standing






will be presented Sunday,
March 4, at 6 p.m. at the
Murray Church of the
Nazarene, located at Doran
Road and Plainview Drive,
Murray, according to the
pastor of the church, the Rev.
Elmer V. Hughes.
This film concerns life in a
Soviet prison camp, according
to the church pastor who in-





"Human Rights" will be the
topic for discussion when the
Public Debate League holds
its second in a series of public
debates on Tuesday, March 6,
at 3:30 p.m. in Room 431 of the
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University.
Murray State will host two
debators from the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock for
this public debate which is
open to the public with no
admission charge.
RULING STAR LODGE
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, March 3,
at 6 p.m. at the lodge hall on
Walnut Street. All members
are urged to attend, a lodge
spokesman said.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
March 2, 1179
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 227 Est BOO Barrows &
Guts steady to Instances .25 lower Sows
steady to $1.00 higher with most advance
4r1 weds. over 500 lbs
US I -2 200-230 lbs $51 7542.00 few 52 26




US 2-3 240-250 Itis
US 2-4 600-600 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 770450 lbs
US 1.3300420 lbs
US 1-3420-561) lbs
US 1-3 500-400 lbs







in the College of Human
Development and Learning,
and Dr. Bobby Malone,
associate 1,^of essor and
director of fielo placement,
will work with an estimated 75
teachers, administrators, and
teacher educators from across
the country.
Organized by Whitfield, the
action laboratory will include
several papers and activities





Dr. Charles M. Galloway of
The Ohio State University and
Dr. Rug-cell Trench of the
University of Tennessee will
also be involved in the
presentation.
Similar action laboratories
have been presented at four
previous conferences of the
ASCD by Whitfield and others.
Whitfield has been a
member of the factilty at





Gov. Julian M. Carroll
announced state approval of a
$15,559 grant from the
Department of the Interior's
Heritage Conservation and
Recreation for renovation of
the Murray City Park.
Parks Director Gary Hoh-
man stated that he will make a
proposal to the Park Board
March 13",on how the money
should be allocated.
New fences and bleachers
for the ball fields and four
metal picnic shelters could be
contructed with the money,
Hohman added.
Hohman said the original
request for funds was in 1977.
With inflation, the park did not
get all the money requested
and only new lighting for the
ball fields was purchased.
The grant is part of a $5.5
million dollar allocation to
Kentucky for the 1978-79 fiscal






Charity Hart of Rockford,
Ill., a music education major
at Murray State University,
will present her senior recital
on the campus Thursday,
March 8.
Scheduled at 8:15 pm. in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program will include
selections for the piano by
Beethoven, Chopin, and Bloch.
Miss Hart, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmer Hart of
Rockford, fli., is a member of
Sigma Alpha Iota music
fraternity.
Carroll's use of it for out-of-
state vacations.
Atkins said the sale of the
aircraft would save the state
$1.5 million.
The auditor said that the
reduction in construction of
state buildings and facilities
would save $40 million over
two fiscal years.
He said the proposed cut in
personal service contracts —
contracts awarded for
professional services without
bidding — would save almost
$23 million.
Atkins said he would abolish
five regional ofkces
established by Carroll around
the state, which have been
criticized by administration
opponents as political tools,
and that this would save $1.1
The auditor said he would
eliminate state offices in
Belgium, New York and Los
Angeles which have been set
up to attract industry to
Kentucky. He estimated a
ROTC Helps Students As
College Costs Escalate
With the already high costs
of a college education
escalating every year, it isn't
surprising that students, as
well as parents are looking for
financial aid. That's one more
reason, according to U. Col.
Randell G. Routt, Chairman of
the Department of Military
Science at Murray State
University, that a lot of
students first become in-
terested in Army ROTC.
"There are full-tuition two,
three, and four-year ROTC
scholarships available to
qualified students. They also
cover lab fees, text books and
certain other educational
expenses, plus prOviding up to
$1,000 a year in living
allowances each year the
scholarship is in effect. That's





FORT BRAGG, N.C. — Pfc.
Cindy L Williams, daughter
of Mrs. Eula M. Henson,
Almo, recently was presented
the Army Commendation
Medal at Fort Bragg, N.C.
The medal was awarded for
meritorious service. Such
service can be over an ex-
tended period of time or for
outstanding achievement in a
single situation. In either
case, the recipient must have
demonstrated skills and
dedication far above the
average.
Williams received the
award while assigned as a
clerk-typist with the XVIII
Airborne Corps at Fort Bragg.
Dr. Richard Butwell
To Be Guest On
Channel 6's 'Accent'
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-
president for academic
programs at Murray State
University, will be the guest of
WPSD-TV (Channel 6,
Paducah) news director Tom
Butler on his weekly "Accent"
program at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 3.
Dr. Butwell, a nationally-
recognized authority on
Southeast Asia, will be
discussing China's invasion of
Vietnam and its relation to
world affairs. He also holds
the rank of professor of
political science at the
university.
The "Accent" program also
will be shown at 11 a.m.
Sunday, March 4.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today; fWuiahed to the
Ledger b TWO by Michigan,
Corp., of Moray, are as foil
Inchstrial Average 460
Air Products 25% uric
American Motors I% uric
Ashland Oil WI +%
American Telephone 111% -%
Bonanza  4B 4%A
Chrysler I% +Mr
Ford Motor , 41% -411
G.A  F  12 unc
General Care Sui uric
 31% +le





IBM i 300 -1
Pennwalt 31% uric




Wendys  1$413 19%A
II Corrections & Amplifications
Information provided to the Murray Ledger & Times
incorrectly stated that William J. Pratt, Hazel, was head
custodian at Murray State University. Pratt, who was
recently presented a service award by the Southeastern
Association of Housing Officers, has been superintendent
of custodians at MSU for the past three years. •
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors
in fact or clarify any misleading information appearing in news ar-
ticles. That is the purpose of this column. To report an error or need
for clarification please call 7S1-1.9111
 11
Is tough because the
scholarships are awarded
totally on merit. "That's
another reason we're getting
some of the finest young men
and women involved in Army
ROTC today," U. Col. Routt
said. "Here at Murray State,
we have fifteen cadets on
Army ROTC scholarships."
Scholarship or not, every
cadet enrolled in the
Advanced Course receives up
to $1,000 in living allowances
for each of the last two years.
Cadets also receive pay for
attendance at the Advanced
Camp, which is usually held
during the summer, between
their junior and senior years
of college.
Another incentive for
students, who are increasingly
concerned with post-college
careers, is the leadership,and
management experience
gained through Army ROTC.,.
Students develop qualities
basic to success in any wor-
thwhile career.
"While the monetary
benefits of Army ROTC are
obviously a strong at-
traction," Lt. Col. Routt said,
"we also find that students are
virtually interested in the
leadership and management
training available'-through
ROTC programs and courses.
Most of them feel it gives them
a head start in pursuing a
civilian career. And They're
right!"
Students or parents wishing
to find out more about the
benefits available through
Army ROTC should contact
Lt. Col. Routt, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, or call 502-762-
3746.
Man Pleads
$646,060 saving in personal
service contracts alone would
result.
Atkins' 5 percent proposed
cut in state workers would be
handled through attrition. He
contended that the number of
state employees has increased
from 39,000 to 43,000 from 1976
to 1978.
Estimating a $35 million
saving, Atkins said the major
cuts would be made in non-
merit positions. We need to
cut the politicians off the
payroll," he said.
His last proposal was to
reduce the state motor pool by
25 percent, and he said that
paying state employees f or
mileage instead would provje
less expensive in many in-
stances.
In the long run, Atkins said,
steps must be taken to limit
state government's potential
Innocent To Shooting to spend tax dollars, and
therefore, if elected, he would
support a constitutional
amendment placing a lid on,
state spending.
Atkins also announced the,
appointment of Linda
Breathitt of Lexington,
daughter of former Gov.
Edward "Ned" Breathitt, as a
campaign aide.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Jeffrey Cummins, 20, of
Franklin County, has pleaded
innocent to the shooting of a
state police trooper.
Defense lawyer Mike Judy
submitted a motion at the
hearing Thursday that any
statements made by Cummins
before the hearing be sup-
pressed and not used as
evidence.
District Judge Bill Graham
then cleared the courtroom to
confer with attorneys and
later announced all evidence
would be waived to the grand
jury later this month.
Cummins is charged in
connection with the death of
Trooper Clinton Cunningham
when he investigated a
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is offering a Special
Discount in their
CHAPEL MAUSOLEUM
Considerable savings are available for a limited time toward
purchase of Mausoleum Crypts. For additional information,
call: 753-2654 or send coupon below to:
rMEMORIAL GARDENS
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